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Selected As A Best All Round Kenticky Community Newspaper

ER 24, 1971

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
',,United Press International

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

It

In Our 92nd Year

Big Rabbit hops up on the back
sidewalk while old Gov. was
/coking for him way back in the
woods. He moves on around to
the front yard and finally Gov
gets there too. We look out the
back window in time to see the
.Rabbit really_picking them, up
and laying tMfil down. Gov was
hot behind him fairly shrieking
with excitement. Of course he
lost the Rabbit as soon as it got to
the Honeysuckle Vines and
Blackberry bushes.
Happy Hunting Ground for
November, features the fruits
and berries and nuts that wildlife
This includes the
feeds on.
berries of the sumac and wild
wild
grape, persimmons,
cherries and elderberries. The
blackberries, butternuts and
spicewood fruit. Also the hickory
nuts, dogwood berries and the
hearts bursting. The latter is a
kind of Euonymus.
Hillman Lyons, formerly of
Murray, has been named as
Richmond Va.) Chapter of the
Muscular Dystrophy Association,
campaign chairman for 1971.
The goal of the chapter is $50,000.
Hillman is general manager of
the Richmond Robins Hockey
Team. Hillman has been in some
phase of sports for most of his
life.

HILLMAN
LYONS

=P.

The Weather
By United Press
International
Kentucky: Cloudy west and
middle today with occasional
light rain spreading into east
early tonight. Precipitation
ending from west tonight and
early Saturday, otherwise mostly
cloudy Saturday. Warmer today
with little temperature change
Saturday.
Highs today and
Saturday mostly upper 40s and
lower 50s lows tonight mid 30s.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
The
Kentucky
extended
weather outlook Sunday through
Tuesday:
Chance of rain late Monday and
Monday night but mostly east
portion Tuesday. Cold nights and
cool days Sunday through
Tuesday. Lows mostly in the
middle 30s. Highs upper 40s and
low 50e.

be Per Copy

plain envelope and seal.
—Place plain envelope inside
certification envelope addressed
to County Office and seal.
—Sign and date back of certification envelope.
—Mail certification envelope or
return it to the County ASCS
Office, by December 1.
When election ballots are
received, they are put in a sealed
ballot box until the County ASC
Committee publicly tabulates the
votes on December 3, at the ASCS
Office, Hall said. At that time,
the ballot box will be emptied in
full view of everyone who wishes
to watch the counting and the
County Committee will check the
envelopes for voter eligibility, he
added. Envelopes that are not
-a:VA will be laid
aside and not opened or counted.
Properly certified envelopes
will be opened and the plain
envelopes containing the ballots
will be placed in a separate stack
The envelopes will be
thoroughly shuffled se ttatithere
will be no way to identify the
plain envelope with the certification envelope it was
removed from, Hall explained.
tenants,
owners,
Farm
sharecroppers and farm wives
whose names appear on the farm
deed or tenant contract can cast
a ballot in the election if they can
take part in any ASCS program
In the community and are of legal
voting age, Hall said.
"The prime function of county
and community committees is
service to farm communities by
By M.C. Garrott
farm programs
Murray State University will administering
keep up-todedicate its new Fine Arts Center and helping farmers
information
and two of its principal facilities date on program
the County. Each
in impressive ceremonies Dec. 5. pertaining to
support these
should
farmer
To be named the Price Doyle
electing
committees
by
Fine Arts Center in honor of the
who will do an
Late Prof. Price Doyle, head of responsible-peopie
the Department of Fine Arts at effective job of serving all farMurray State from 1930 to 1957, mers," Hall said.
Producers who have farm
the complex comprises the new
11-story Fine Arts Addition, the interests in more than one
three-story building formerly community may select the
known as the Price Doyle Fine community in which to vote, but
Arts Building and the University may vote in only one community
in the County, he pointed out.
Auditorium.
Hall further said that ballots
The new building, which houses
the departments of art, music should be voted and then sealed

Fine Arts
Center To
Be Dedicated

and drama, as well as the
division of radio and television,
will be dedicated first in
ceremonies beginning at 2 p.m. in
the new University Theater on
the first floor, according to Dr.
Joe Prince, dean of the School of
Fine Arts at Murray State.
Costing 83,606,000 and occupied
for the first time this fall, the new
building is one of the tallest in
Kentucky west of the Tennessee
and Cumberland Rivers. Construction on it was started in
December, 1968.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
of the university, will speak at the
dedication ceremony after which
the facilities will be open to the
public until 6 p.m. for student and
faculty-quided tours.
At 3 pin., the new recital hall
on the second floor will be
dedicated and named the
Richard W. Farrell Recital Hall
in honor of the current chairman
of the Department of Music and a
member of the faculty since 1945.
At 4 p.m., the new 6,000-squarefoot art gallery on the 4th floor
will be dedicated and named the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery in honor
of Miss Clara M. Eagle, since
1946 a member of the faculty and
tor 23 years chairman of the
Department of Art
before
relinquishing that position last
summer because of ill health.
Having been succeeded by Dr
Gordon Plumrner, she is now the
gallery director and a member of
the art faculty.
At 1:30 p.m. the first of two
concerts will be played on the
newly-installed Americana
Carillon system from its console
on the fourth floor of the new
center. The second, featuring a
variety of music, will be played
at 5:45 p.m.
Selector switches permit the
system's musical bells to be
heard within the building alone,
from the top of the building alone,
or from both at the same time.
Throughout the afternoon at 10minute intervals, the university's
new 35-rank Casavant pipe organ
will be played in the recital hall.
An open invitation has been
extended to the public to attend
the dedicatory ceremonies and to
tour the facilities.
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Thanksgiving
Fire Destroys
Home Near Hazel

ASC Election Voting
Deadline Draws Near

The deadline for voting in the
ASC committeemen election is
only five days away according to
Any person who calls himself a 011ie C. Hall, Chairman of the
Christian and yet cannot find it in Calloway County Agricultural
his heart to forgive, is not much Stabilization and Conservation
of a Christian, no matter what he (ASC) Committee, who issued a
might think personally. If the final plea for all eligible farm
Lord can forgive a human being voters to return their marked
for all his errors, sins and ballots to the County ASC Office
shortcomings, then why should a by December 1.
person feel that he is above
Hall reminded farmers that
forgiving another human being they must not mark their ballots
for what he considers a short- for more than three candidates.
coming or error.
"As always, the candidate
receiving the largest number of
We've often said that you can't votes becomes chairman of the
make anything more of a human community committee; second
being than just a human being. largest, vice-chairman; third
largest, regular member; and
Common complaint today is fourth and fifth largest beome
that one ate too much yesterday. first and second alternates," he
said.
By the way, we ate too much
The County ASC Committee
yesterday.
Chairman emphasized the steps
each fanner should follow to
Fellow says the man who pokes make sure his ballot will be
fun at a woman trying to drive eligible for counting and that his
into a 12 foot garage opening vote will be kept secret:
usually sobers up when he tries to
thread a needle.
—Vote for one, two, or three
2andidates.
A taxpayer complained that he
—Place marked ballot inside
owes the government so much
money, the authorities do not
know whether to throw him in jail
or recognize him as a foreign
power.
A brilliant red Cardinal out
early this morning picking the
Juniper berries from in front of
the house. They also like the
Pyracantha berries.
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HAZEL FIRE--Capt. Bernard Steen mans Calloway Co. Fire-Rescue's truck, left, as the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Diggs burns in the background. Hazel's truck is at right. Both tkparttrierrts
fought the blaze east of Hazel on Thanksgiving day.

Murray High Honor Roll
for Period Is Released

Fashion Show
Is On Monday

A Hazel family escaped unhurt
in a Thanksgiving day fire that
destroyed their home and most of
their clothes. The Hazel fire
department and the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Unit fought
the blaze but were unable to keep
the house from being destroyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Diggs and
their four children lived in the
house, which was owned by Jess
Latimer. The home is located
about one mile east of Hazel.
Mrs. diggs and her children
discovered the blaze in a closet of
the home shortly after 3 p.m. and
escaped the house unharmed.
Mr. Diggs was at work at the
time.
Neighbors and volunteers
pitched in and saved most
furniture and appliances from
the burning house, a spokesman
said. Mrs. Diggs had summoned
a neighbor across the road after
she discovered the fire.
The neighbor in turn called the

Hazel fire truck to the scene but
the Hazel truck was unable to
contain the blaze alone and the
Hazel town marshall radioed the
Murray police dispatcher who
notified the Calloway FireRescue unit.
Eleven members of the rescue
squad answered the call but they
were able to do little more than
cool the blaze, a spokesman said.
The Diggs' four children are:
Reginia, age 5, Teresa, age 4,
Tracy, age 3, and Aleshia, age 3

Holiday Traffic
Toll Nears 200

By United Press International
The Thanksgiving holiday
traffic death toll neared 200
The honor roll for the first Ellen Quertermous, Kathy
today as the long four-day
grading period at Murray High Rogers, Karen Russell, Sarah
holiday weekend approached
School has been released by Sams, Teresa Sheeks, David
Smith, Nancy Spann, Penny
halfway point.
Principal Eli Alexander.
A spokesman for the National
Included in this scholastic Terhune.
Susan
Safety Council said the death
honor were 34 seniors, 20 juniors, SOPHOMORES:
rate was about the same as last
22 sophomores, and 19 freshmen. Adams, Maggie Battle, Kay
in charge
year over the Thanksgiving
SENIORS: Jo Benton Adams, Buice, Donna Cole, Debbie Dodd, Miss Janey Kelso is
of the special fashion preview for
Thefts from cars in the city of weekend when 651 persons died.
Karen Alexander, Jane Arant, Mary Doran, Kathy Etherton,
Murray were reported to the The council estimated that
Steve Beatty, Wilford Bickel, Gary Gibbs, Susan Hainsworth, both boys and girls.
Harrison,
Vickie Four-H members who will be Murray Police Department on between 620 and 710 Americans
Katie Blalock, Diana Boone, Valerie
models are Carolyn Scott, Janet Wednesday night.
would die between 6 p.m.
Brown,
Terese Kalberer, Tommy Keller;
Luanne
Carraway, Jan Clark, Bonnie Cathy Mitchell, Trine Nicks, Usrey, Dianne Harrison, Nancy
Mitchell Hill of Dexter Route Wednesday, when the holiday
Sherry Nolin, Beverly Parker, Kursave, Renee Sledd, Penny One said a tape player, tape case, period began, and midnight
Cohoon, Anne Cooper;
Higgins, Beck Scull, Alene
and approximately fifteen tapes Sunday, when the weekend is
Sarah Cooper, Patsy Fits, Tonya Reeder, Selwyn Schultz,
Peggy
Visher,
Kathy Watson, Paschall, Jannette Jarrett, Melia were stolen from his car parked over.
Wende Flood, Leah Fulton, David
Spann, Vicki Pat Lamb, Jimmy at Douglas School. Hill said the
A United Press International
Hughes, Dennis Lane, Debbie Ricki Williams, Beth Wilson.
Burkeen, Larry Lawrence, Robin theft occurred between six and
Lee, Karen McClure, Tresa FRESHMEN: Janice Baggett,
count at 10 a.m. EST showed
Rowland, William Ed Murdock, eight p.m. on Wednesday.
194 persons had been killed in
McCord, Karen McCuiston, Laurie Beatty, Cindy Etherton,
Jean Forsee, and Steve McCuiston.
Charles D. Johnson of Murray traffic accidents since the start
Karen McGary, Bruce Miller; Nancy Fitch,
Brent Morris, Susan Nanny, Edwin Garrett, Ginger Gilliam, Other members of the club will Route Two said the shift lever on of the holiday period.
his 1967 Chevrolet pickup was A breakdown of accidental
Ann Parker, Cindy Parker, Scott John Harcourt, Augusto lbay; serve as ushers.
Peterson, Gail Russell, SherrP Jana Jones, Kent Klein, Amy The public is invited to attend stolen while parked at the lot of deaths
194
Smith, Ellen Teitloff, Mary Tutt, Lovett, Martha McKinney, this special event, according to a the Murray Division of the Traffic
Debbie McMillan, Tim Philpot, spokesman for the club.
Tappan Company. The report Fires
20
Barbara VanMeter.
was made to the city police at Planes
10
JUNIORS: Kathy Blanchard, Beverly Rogers, Lee Stewart,
12:30 a.m. Thursday.
Other
12
Betty Boyd, Cathy Christopher, Vicki White, Karla Wilkinson.
Cohoon Named 'Man Of
Total
236
Mark Compton, Ann Erwin. Ted
Mississippi reported 20 traffic
Forrest, Nancy Herndon, Susan
The Month' By Company
fatalities. New York had 16,
Hudgins, Chuck Hussurig, Larry
Indiana and California 14 each,
Lockhart, Patsy Mathis, Bob
Joe Cohoon, 501 Beale St., sales
Continued on Page Thirteen)
and
and
Michigan
North
Pinkston;
for
United
of
representative
Welcome Wagon Ca:ohne 10 each.
The
Omaha, has been named the Newcomers Club will have a
Three persons were killed in
Company's "Man of the Month." coffee at the Community Room of
one head-on auto collision near
Students of the Murray Middle
Judging is based on life in- the Murray Federal Svaings and
Delano, Calif.
School now have on display at the surance volume and service to
Loan Company, 7th and Main
Six persons died when a
Calloway County Public Library policyowners for a three-month
on
Wednesday, single engine plane crashed and
Streets,
some projects concerning period following graduation from December 1, at ten a.m.
Kentucky history made by them. the Firm's Career Seminar I This special event is open to all burned on the bank of the
Columbia River near Astoria,
The work is by students in two School.
.„„ members of the club or to persons On.
English and Social Studies
The school is the first in a who have attended at least one
Near Cannellville, Ohio, three
By GEORGE BECKER
Archibald Alexander, head of classes taught by Mrs. Doralyn series of educational seminars meeting of the club.
children,
left alone while their
RAHWAY, N.J. (UPI)—Five the citizens committee advising Lanier and Mrs. Martha Shirley sponsored by United of Omaha to Hostesses for the event are parents were milking the cows,
in
the
new
team
teaching
method.
prison guards and the warden, the governor on penal affairs,
develop proficiency in the selling Mesdames Larry Mayfield, died Thursday night in a fire
Among the many interesting
held hostage for 24 hours by went to the prison to sleep
and servicing of life insurance. Larry Doyle, Riley Venza, that swept their frame house.
rebellious prisoners at Rahway overnight. He was accompanied items are models of log cabins,
Cohoon is associated with the Harold Robertson, Jack White,
State Prison, were set free by Raymond Brown, a promi- forts, flags, flat boats, and dolls. R. B. Condon Agency, general John Farrell, Donald Burchfield,
This is a fascinating display
Thursday night when Gov. nent criminal lawyer.
agency for Mutual of Omaha and Nick Britt, John Lyon, Walter
William T. Cahill guaranteed Alexander said "there will be showing the creative ability of United of Omaha in Louisville. Segrera, and Lawrence Philpot.
nor reprisals and said he no reprisals of any sort taken the students and all persons are
immediately would consider the against the inmates." He and urged to see this exhibit at the
inmates' other demands.
Brown were the two main library, according to Mrs
Warden U. Samuel Vuk- negotiators for the state in the Margiint Trevathan, librarian.
cevich,
suffering
"stab talks with the inmates.
wounds" which inmates insisted
Prisoners' Complaints
were inflicted accidentally by a The prisoners complained
Benton Williams, Consultant
guard, and the other hostages about the medical care at the
with the National Student
were released about 10 p.m. prison, food, high prices in the
By CLYDE JABIN
being concentrated in the Ministries Department of the
Thursday.
WOODLAND, Wash. (UPI,[ -- Cowlitz-Clark County area in
prison commissary, parole
Baptist Sunday School Board,
Pledges No Reprisals
FBI agents and police fanned southern Washington as a result will be the special speaker at
procedures, inadequate educaFollowing their release Cahill tional and vocational opporout in the Cascade foothills of information provided by the meetings at two area churches on
said his administration "intends tunities,
disciplinary The Memorial Baptist Church today searching for the daring crew and "strictly conjecture
Tuesday, November 30.
to carry out our part of the procedures, racial discrimina- will begin its observance of the hijacker who parachuted into
on our part."
Williams will be speaking at
Foreign
Week
commitment to guarantee there tion, lack of black cultural
of Prayer for
the Wilderness with 8200,000
Copters Help Search
the Memorial Baptist Church,
will be no brutality and that we classes, lack
religious Missions with a film, "Missions ransom.
of
said the Murray, at ten a.m. A potluck
will meet with and talk to the freedom, delay of incoming to Kediri", Sunday at seven p.m. "If he is in the area ... we'll An FBI spokesman
area was select- luncheon will be served at noon.
prisoners in relation to their mail, low wages, "meager" This film is the story of Dr. dig him out of the woodwork 75-square mile
her somehow," an FBI spokesman ed because the crew reported a That evening at seven o'clock,
complaints."
expenses given to released Kathleen Jones and
slight shift in the plane's the consultant will be speaker at
prisoners and lack of rehabilita- associates and their medical promised.
balance while Over this farm- the Zion's Cause Baptist Church
Mother Kills Daughter
Indonesia.
ministry
in
tive opportunity.
The FBI decided Thursday to land region.
in Marshall County.
headquarters
"To be treated as human Dr.
During Thanksgiving Meal beings
Jones is well known in set up search
Searchers were aided by
The public is invited to attend
is all that we ask of this
Cooper,"
who
"D.B.
here
for
a
Murray. Her father, Rev. Robert
helicopters and light planes.
these special programs, acThanksadministration," said the in- S.
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI
Jones, was a native of Murray. pulled off the bizarre
Two stewardesses were al- cording to a spokesman for the
23-year-old woman was shot mates' petition. "We are She was
and
born in Brazil where her giving Eve hijacking
lowed to deplane with the International Students' comand killed by her mother as sincerely trying to correct the
disappeared
parachuting
and
parents were missionaries.
passengers at Seattle-Tacoma. mittee of the Blood River Baptist
they sat around a Thanksgiving mistakes we have made in the
When home on furlough, Dr. with the ransom.
Two flight officers and a Association.
Day feast with family mem- past against other people.'•
Hijacker Was Relaxed
Jones has spoken several times
stewardess were locked up in a
the
Tonight 1Friday )
bers.
They also insisted the rebel- at Memorial and at other chur- A Northwest Airlinel Boeing rear compartment while the Thanksgiving dinner will be held
Dedra Harper was shot with lion occurred only after
was hijacked late4Wednesin- ches in Murray and Calloway 727
pilot flew the aircraft to for all international students at
a .22 caliber revolver as other mates "tried
day with 42 persons aboard on Nevada. He had told the pilot
every
other County.
Murray State University at the
from
members of the family watched possibility
flight
Portland.
Ore.,
to
a
to bring
about The church extends a cordial
wanted to fly to Mexico City. Baptist Student Center. This
in horror following an ar- changes in the above-stated
Seattle,
Wash
The
methodical
welcome to everyone to see this
dinner is sponsored by churches
gument, police said.
hijacker allowed the 36 passen- The pilot, Capt. William
complaint ..."
film.
in the Baptist as.snciation,
The victim's mother, Joann Three of theix
gers to disembark after he Scott, said he last communicathostages
ed
with
the
hijacker
near
the
received the ransom and four
Harper, was arrested moments were reported in good condition
MAKES HONOR ROLL
TWO CITED
Washington-Oregon border.
after the 6:30 p.m. shooting.
parachutes.
today at Rahway General
Larry Wilson of Murray, son of
The FBI said the hijacker
Police Sgt. Robert Warren Hospital, although Dr. Richard
Two persons were cited on The hijacker, described as
said a dozen members of the Newman said Vukcevich, 43, Thursday by the Murray Police middle-aged and "very relax- tentatively was identified as Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Wilson, has
.-said been placed on the Honor Roll
family had gathered for the had two stab wounds in his Department. They were one for ed," disappeared as the plane "D.B. Cooper." Agents,
holiday feast and apparently back and "was worked over driving while intoxicated and no flew on from Seattle-Tacoma they have not been able to with an A average at MetriData
12:34 a.m. International Airport to Reno, amplify on the name. They said Institute, Louisville. Wilson is
there had been a lot of pretty good." It was
learned inspection sticker at
majoring
in
Computer
drinking. He said the argument
and one for no operator's license Nev.
Programming.
Continued on Page Thirteen )
Continued on Page Thirteen ) at 11-55 pm
broke during the dinner.
The FBI said the search was

Prisoners Set
Hostages Free

Students' Exhibit
Now On Display At
Local Library

Kathleen Jones'
Film Scheduled At
Memorial Church

The Galloway. 4-H Teen Club
and the Simplicity Pattern
Company will present a preview
of teen fashions at the University
School Auditorium, North 16th
Street, on Monday, November 29,
at seven p.m.

Thefts From Cars
Reported To Police

Coffee Planned By
The Newcomers Club

Search Underway For
Parachutist Hijacker

he

Consultant
Speaker At
Two Churches

I
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The 'Tax Checkoff'
Bob Dole, Chairman of the Republican National
Committee brings out some thought provoking
points concerning the amendment to the Revenue
Act of 1971 which provides for the financing of
political campaigns through the use of general tax
revenues. He says this "constitutes nothing less
than a raid on the Federal treasury. It is unconscionable to have the American taxpayers
support the political campaign of a presidential
candidate for whom they would refuse to vote."
We are in agreement with his thoughts. The way
the system would work would be for the taxpayer to
. check a box on his return as to whether he desired to
have a dollar taken from4iis income tax to be used
for the campaign of political candidates.
Mr. Dole has sent out a fact sheet concerning the
"tax checkoff" which should give the voter ample
information for his consideration.
Since the issue is so important, we are printing his
fact sheet below.
"WHAT IT IS?
The "tax checkoff" campaign finance provision is
an amendment to the Revenue Act of 1971 (HR
10947) introduced by Senator Pastore of Rhode
Island, which would provide more than 46 million
dollars of federal tax money to finance the
Presidential campaigns of major, minor and
splinter party candidates. Taxpayers would be
allowed to earmark $1 of their income tax liability to
the federal campaign fund by checking off on their
income tax return.
"Proponents of the tax checkoff provision are
tying it to HR 10947 a bill which deals with such
important measures as the repeal of the 7 percent
auto excise tax; the 7 percent Job Development
Credit; reduction in the minimum standard
deduction; and incentives for America's export
,.trade.
"WHO WOULD GET THE MONEY?
Candidates for President from a major party (one
which got at least 25 percent of the vote in the
previous Presidential election) would get some 15
cents times the number of eligible voters; minor
party candidates (those parties receiving at least 5
percent of the vote) would get a portion of the
amount of major candidates; and splinter party
candidates would get nothing until after the election,
and then only if they received at least 5 percent of
the votes.
"Based on the foregoing formula; the Republican
and Democratic Party candidates in the upcoming
election would receive some $20.4 million apiece;
while George Wallace would be entitled to $6 million.
"Candidates would have to request the money
from the Treasury, and in doing so, would be limited
to expending only the amount received, on their
campaigns. '
"WHAT WOULD HAPPEN?
"—$46 million dollars of federal tax money would
be spent to finance next year's Presidential candidacies rather than on important concerns such as
health, welfare, and care for the elderly. That figure
is bound to grow with the increase in population and
the activities of professional lobbyiests, such as
advertising and media groups.
"—A great amount of money is already being
expended on Presidential election campaigns, and
the amount will undoubtedly increase if the public
treasury is opened to the politicians.
"—Minor party candidates such as Governor
George Wallace of Alabama would have nothing to
lose by running in a Presidential campaign since the
taxpayer would pick up the tab. With some $6
million dollars to spend, Wallace and others like him
will be afforded a limitless expense account for the
propagation of personal causes, compliments of the
already over-taxed American taxpayer.
"—The tax checkoff provision discriminates
against 4plinter party candidates in that they would
only receive tax money for their campaigns after the
election, and even then, only if they received over 5
percent of the vote. This effectively precludes their
access to such "cash-on-the-Oarrelhead" media
outlets as radio, television, and advertising agencies: These candidates are the ones that need such
outlets the most--this should be of special concern to
the followers of such. hopefuls as former Senator
Gene McCarthy, Representative Shirley Chisholm,
and the like.
"—Taxpayers will have absolutely no say over
whom their money goes to, nor how it will be spent.
"—This is the worst way to control proliferating
campaign expenses, and the influence of large individual or corporate campaign contributors.

Ten Years Ago Today

Poetically
Speaking 11
\
7

TES118 FILE

LEDGER

Mrs. Minnie Craig, age 83, died November 24 at her home on
Hazel Route Two.
Richard W. Farrell, head of the Fine Arts Department, Murray
State College, is representing the school at the 37th annual
meeting of the National Association of Schools of Music at Denver, Colorado.
Bob Cravens, manager of the Varsity Theatre, said that the
entire Murray High School football team and the coaches will be
the guests of the theatre on November 27.
Mrs. Edna Darnell, regional director for the library here in
Calloway County, was the featured speaker at the meeting of the
Calloway County High School PTA.

BY TOM PERKINS
THE INHERITANCE
TAX IS WHAT THE
GOVERNMENT INHERTTS
Dad said there are many things right with America, but there
are some things wrong too. The worse kind of wrong, doing the
most harm to the most people, is that wrong that happens late in
life, taking much of the gain of the hard work done through the
years.
More specifically, Dad is talking about the good old American
institution, the inheritance tax. The inheritance tax is the amount
of money the government recieves when someone, having
property, dies.
Dad said he had always heard there were two things certain in
life, "taxes and death". For a lot of people there is even a tax on
death. Dad said he knew that it took a lot of money to run a
government, but this was going a bit far.
No ones likes taxes. Why should they. Anytime part of the
income is required to buy something we cannot directly see, there
is a certain sence of loss. Dad said he knew taxes were necessary,
and actually the tax money buys us quite a bit, but still it is a
painful experience.
Dad said of all the taxes he was farnilier with the inheritance
tax seems to be the most heartless. Right at the moment of
greatest loss the government comes by and collects.
Take for example, a hard working family that has saved their
money, making provision for their old age. In this family the
father is quite a bit older than the mother. She had a good
business head so she handled the money. She believed that she
would outlive her husband since he was much older than she was.
She took care of the money while her husband and children
worked hard. The unexpected happened and she died suddenly.
The family was in grief. The father was old, but in pretty good
shape for his remaining years. The children had married.
Along came the government.
Soon after the death of the mother a government tax man came
by and said, "I'm here for part of her money. Since it was in her
name we'll take about a third."
The old man stifled a tear and said it wasn't right for he and his
children to lose the wife and mother and one-third of all their hard
work at the same time. The government man looked away and
said he understood but that wist, the way it was.
"Yes sir," the old man and his family learned there was a tax
even on death."
Bob Little

I saw the leaves
Gently moving,
And felt the wind
upon my skin
Going deeper
into myself
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FEELING DEEPER
I closed my eyes
and knew life
Sweet and good,
letting me
Feel and think
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20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
Sales for air cured tobacco,type 35, will open here on December
7,according to Holmes Ellis, manager of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association.
Some of the items from the Kuykerbdall Brothers Service
Station broken into on the night of November 23, have been found
about a mile from the station located on East Main Street.
The wedding of Virginia Hewett and John A. Gentry was
solemnized on Thursday, November 22, at the Memorial Baptist
Church.
Miss Peggy Steele of Lovington, Ill., was the Thanksgiving
guest of her mother, Mrs. Cullie Steele.

—Sonde, In The MIN/auk/4 Journal
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Bible Thoughtfor Today
Mere sin abounded, grace did much more abound.—Romans
5:20
No matter how widespread the malady of sin!Great Physician
has the cure.

A CINEMA CENTER FILMS
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A NATIONAL GENERAL
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The Almanac
adoption of the United States
Constitution.
In 1930 one-fourth of all office
space in New York City's
skyscrapers was vacant due to
the depression.
In 1940 the Nazis forced onehalf million Jews in Warsaw to
live in a ghetto surrounded by
Those born on this day are an 8-foot-high concrete wa4,1„,_
In 1968 South Vietnam agried
under the sign of Sagittarius.
John Harvard, founder of to take part in the Parts peace
Harvard University, was born talks.
Nov. 26, 1607.
A thought for today- AmeriOn this day in history:
can journalist Ambrose Bierce
In 1789 President George said, "Prejudice is a vagrant
Washington set the day aside as opinion without visible means
one of national thanksgiving for of support."
By United Press International
Today is Friday, Nov. 26, the
330th day of 1971.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
There is no morning star.
The evening stars are Mercurz, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn.

Childrens Movie

10 a.m. till 5

Sat.

p.m.

"ARIZONA RAIDERS"
with AUDIE MURPHY -In Color

4 CARTOONS
Adm. FREE with Ticket from Downtown Merchants
0'
....,Without Ticket

Tom Perkins

GOOD WIFE
She greets me with a smile when I come m
From work,and when I come its often late.
She doesn't ask me why,or where I've been.
But puts a tasty supper on my plate...
Then on a chair she sits across from me
And tells me all that happened through the day,
Though tired I know, she bears it patiently
Then clears the table, puts the things away.
I often wonder what I'd do without
A woman like her to look after me.
The poor guy with a wife who gads about
Has reason to admire and envy me.
God has been good to all since time began
He gave to man His world,and gave turn life
He gave no greater gift to them than when
He gave to man a good and faithful wife

No One Under 18
Deadly Dust
•
When bugs invaded his field
of honeydew melons, a farmer
enlisted the services of a crop
dusting company. The company
promptly sent out a pilot to spray
the field. But because of prevailing breezes, the deadly dust
drifted to the beehives on a
neighbor's farm.

J. Marshal Porter
If you care to submit some poetry to this column,
you may. It is
open to you. Perhaps you have seen the name of a
friend in this
column. If you have some material to submit you
may see your
name as well.

ISN'T IT THE TRUTH!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Everybody has to live their own life in their own
way from their own experience, but hardly anybody
accepts that philosophy; especially this year when
nearly all agree they don't want any more 'experience if it has anything to do with the now -yousee-it, now-you-don't shell game operated by the
government.
"A burnt child dreads the fire."
—English Proverb

Effective campaign reform legislation can
solve
both of these problems without the need to
raid the
public treasury for hand-outs to politicians.
"—There is serious Constitional question
as to
whether public monies can be voted to
finance
Presidential election campaigns.
"—If the bill is defeated in the Congress,
or vetoed
by the President, the American taxpayer
stands to
lose the tremendous tax benefits provided
for in the
Revenue Act of 1971. This will not only
hurt the
individual, taxpayer, it will impede the
nation's
economic recovery as well.

Bees languished and died by
the thousands. Result: a damage
suit filed against the crop dusting company by the farmer who
owned the bees.
In court, the company protested that it could not be held
responsible for the vagaries of
the weather. Nevertheless, the
court granted the farmer's claim.
The court pointed out that the
pilot, if he' had been reasonably
careful, would have foreseen the
danger and delayed his spraying
until the wind died down.
Crop dusting zoomed in popularity after World War II. Surplus An American Bar Annex-Union
public service feature by Will
airplanes were available. So were Bernard.
surplus pilots. And so were new
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"CONCLUSION

"Every American wishes to insure the
widest
possible access to public office, especially
the
Presidency, and would like to see the cost of
campaigning kept within reasonable limits. These
objectives can be achieved through enactment
of
appropriate campaign reform legislation.
The
Pastore "tax -checkoff" provision will not
accomplish the foregoing goals, but rather will
open
the floodgates of the Federal Treasury.
Millions of
dollars of taxpayers' money would be
available to
politicians without guidelines or control.
The
federal government would in effect be
writing a
blank check for politicians to spend federal
monies
as they see fit."

and potent insecticides.
But, like many technological
advances, this one has brought
legal complications in its wake.
Repeatedly, courts have held crop
dusters responsible for failing to
take reasonable precautions in
their work.
One pilot underestimated the
carrying power of his spray
equipment. Another pilot failed
to give fair warning to a neighboring landowner. A third pilot
disregarded the special characteristics of the chemical he was
using. In each case, a court
found enough evidence of negligence to impose legal liability on
the company.
In fact, some courts have imposed liability even if the pilot
took all the usual safety precautions before spraying. They say
that, simply by using such dangerous stuff, the company automatically takes full responsibility
for the consequences.
Occasionally the plane itself,
rather than the chemical, will
cause larm. In one case, the
sudden gunning of a crop duster's
motor threw a flock of turkeys
into panic. ,.They hurled themselves against a fence, with many
of them perishing.
Was this also the company's
fault? A court decided that it
was indeed. The judge said the
timidity of turkeys was so well
known that the pilot should have
known what to expect.
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PICTURED ARE Birownle Girl Scout Troop 216 members,
Janne Washer, Molly Valentine, Melissa Johnston, Susan Shirley,
Kim Whitten, Vanessa Weatherford, Laurie Morgan, Traci Wells,
and Edwina Key. Co-leaders are Mrs. Robert Whitten, Mrs. O.P.
Valentine, ane Mrs. Jamie Washer. A county wide campaign is
now underway to raise funds to support Murray's Girl Scout
organization. Please mail your contributions to Murray Neighborhood Girl Scout Fund,Peoples Bank, 500 Main Street, Murray,
Ky., or give to the scout's parent who calls at your home.
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Gregory Brent is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Brent
Bennett of Murray Fisoute One for
their baby boy, weighing six
pounds five ounces, born on
Saturday, November 20, at 2:42
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is employed at
%the Bill Crouse Motor Sales.
Grandparents are Mrs. Molene
Bennett of Hazel and Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Hoke of Murray Route
One.

Special Christmas Projects Discussed
At Gamma Gamma Meet at Smothermon Home

Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Lee Green
of Murray Route Five are the
parents of a baby girl, Melisa
Renee, weighing nine pounds 53,4
ounces, born on
Monday,
November 22, at 4:28 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed at
the Taylor Seed Company.
The maternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Dowdy of
Murray Route Five and the
grandmother is
?eternal
Mrs. Robbie Howard of Mayfield
Route Seven.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Ola Kendall of Murray, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Dowdy of Murray
Route Five, and Mr. and Mrs.
Troy Butter of Mayfield Route
Seven •- s IOW

Kirkland Home Is
Scene Of Board
Meet Kirksey PTA

*IL

A aufitteadie\

Mrs. Walter Miller
Hostess For Meet
Of Garden Club

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Marshall
and son, and Mrs. Hubert Marshall, all of East St. Louis, Ill.,
The home of Mrs. Walter Miller
Mrs. Jerry Kirkland openea were the guests last weekend of
her home for the meeting of the Mr.and Mrs.011ie Workman, Mr. was the scene of the meeting of
Executive Board of the Kirksey and Mrs. Jesse Course, and Mr. the Nature's Palette Garden Club
held on Wednesday, November
Parent-Teacher Association held and Mrs. A.J. Marshall.
17, at one-thirty o'clock in the
on Wednesday, November 17, at
afternoon.
one o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Kenton Miller, president,
The president, Mrs. Rudy
presided. Letters of appreciation
Lovett, presided and the
were read from presidents of
devotional reading from Romans
other clubs represented at the
12:1-8 was by Mrs. Roy Clark.
district meeting of the wonderfu/,
Mrs. Edward Willie read the
minutes and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Charles Coleman was hospitality extended on that day.
Coleman gave the financial hostess for the November Mrs. E.S. Ferguson gave the
report.
meeting of the Westside treasurer's report.
Johnny Bohannon, school Homemakers Club held at her "Landscaping" was the title of
program by Mrs. 011ie
principal, was present and an- home.
Mrs. Alvin Usrey, the
Brown. A general discaission was
nounced that the new basketball president, presided.
uniforms purchased by the PTA
The major project lesson for held by the group.
Mrs. Miller,
had arrived.
the month on "Lamps and The hostess,
Plans were discussed to make Lighting" was presented by Mrs. served refreshments to Mrs.
repairs on the playground James Miller and _Mrs. Elvin Kenton Miller, Mrs. OWe Brown,
equipment.
Crouse. They discussed many Mrs. E.S. Ferguson, Mrs. lb
A social hour was held with interesting and informative Douglass, and Mrs. R.Q. Knight.
The next meeting will be held
Mrs. Kirkland serving refresh- points from the lesson sheet.
ments to Mesdames Lovett,
Mrs. Pat Bogard gave the craft on Wednesday, December 15, St
10:30 a.m. at the Holiday Inn.
Willie, Coleman, Clark, Harold lesson on "Candlemaking".
Fones,Joe Thornton, Earl Lamb, The president, Mrs. Alvin
Glen B. Gibbs, Elvin Crouse, and Usrey, presided and the devotion
James Miller, and Principal with scripture reading from
Bohannon.
Psalms 118:1 was by Mrs. Glen
The Board will not have a Gibbs. Mrs. Bogard read the
'Tis almost the season.
again when merry cooks
meeting in December. The next minutes and called the roll.
begin to bake Christmas
meeting will be held on Wed- Others present were Mrs.
nesday, January 19, at one pm. Irtivin, Mrs. Mary Lou" Robert- :goodies, If you're going to
be baking lots oft ,yeast
at the home of Mrs. Billy Bartell. son, Mrs. Donald Lee, Mrs. Ralph
breads, take this tip from
Darnell, Mrs. Jewel McCallon,
the frour millers — purand Mrs. Harold Fones.
chase your flour in large
Refreshments were served by
bags. 25 or 50 pounds. The
the hostess.
millers assume that anyone
The next meeting will be held
buying that much flour is
going to be preparing a lot
on Tuesday, December 14, at
of bread. The flour blend
10:30 a.m. at the home of Mrs.
in larger bags is usually
Miss Barbara Foust, bride- Elvin Crouse. This will be a
slightly
higher in protein,
Christmas
party with a potluck
elect of Charles Sheeks, was
and thus better for breadhonored with a kitchen shower luncheon at the noon hour.
making. The flour in smallgiven in the lovely home of Mrs.
er bags has been blended
Preston Harris, Fairlane Drive,
so that it is suitable for a
To lubricate the joints of your
on Saturday morning, November
wide range of baked goods.
attachments,
cleaner
vacuum
— from bread to biscuits to
20.
waxed paper ocrake.
The gracious hostesses for the rub them with
casionally.
occasion were Mrs. Harris of
Murray and Mrs. Steve Foust of
Louisville.
For the event the honoree chose
Get Ready for Christmas at the
to wear a burgundy knit pant suit
with a lilac blouse. She was
presented with a corsage of
Needlepoint Class...Tues., Not 300 1 p.m.-3 p.m. Oanlavender mums.
dlemakIng demonstrations Wed. Dec. 1,1p.m.-3 p.m. Plaster
Refreshments were served
molding Class Thurs. Dec. 2,10 a.m.-12 p.m. Decoupage Class
from a beautifully appointed
Tues. Dec. 711 p.m.-3 p.m..
table carrying out a color scheme
New shipment of candlemaking supplies has arrived.
of bright pink. Above the table
Sterric acid is here. Candle moulding plaster molds are
was a bright pink silk umbrella
arriving daily.
filled with a shower of kitchen
Come in and sign up for lessons now.
gadgets.
Many useful gifts from her
602 St. 12th
Murray, Ky.
friends were presented to the
Next
753-9384
bride-elect by her niece and
to Datsun place
nephew, Shelly and Michael
Foust.

Westside Club Has
November Meeting
At Coleman Home

Grandparents should let
youth learn his lesson
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: When our son reached his 18th birthday,
he announced that he was his own boss and could do as he
pleased. He started skipping school, lying and staying out
all night.
We tried to talk to him, but it did no good. After six
months of this, we told him to either abide by ow- rules or
find another place to sleep, which is all he ever came home
for anyway.
He promptly packed up and left. Since then he has quit
school, wrecked his car, bummed around and picked up odd
jobs here and there.
Recently, my parents who live right next door, have
been providing our son with food, shelter, and pocket money. Their door is left open all night, and if he doesn't come
home, no questions are asked. We know they love him, and
think they are helping hiln. We love him, too, but feel they
are hurting him. Can we demand that they withdraw their
help?
PARENTS

ward will also be given a canteen
book
compliments of the
members.
A letter was read from the Beta
Sigma Phi International Office
congratulating the chapter on the
recent Rush activities and expressing their welcome to the
Martha Alls, president, called seven new members.
Beverly Herndon read and
the business meeting to order
following the repeating of the displayed the award that was
opening ritual by the members presented to the Gamma Gamma
Chapter recently by the Kiwanis
'resent.
DEAR PARENTS: You can't demand anything. be yea
the members brought food Club for the assizt:.fnn
surely can explain to your parents that in their eagerness to
items for a Thanksgiving food year to the Murray-Calloway
-help" the boy, they are depriving him of a learning experiThe Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gordon
basket that included a turkey and County Drug Council.
ence he desperately needs if he is ever to face life, meet its
all the trimmings that will be members expressed their ap- Rhodes, 322 Howell, Knoxville,
challenges, and be a man.
delivered to a family in Murray preciation to the Kiwanis for Tenn., announce the birth of a
Gordon,
in hopes of assisting them during presenting them with the award. baby boy, Grant
DEAR ABBY: I am married to a “kissrig bug." He has
The certificate will become part weighing nine pounds 21,2 ounces,
the holiday season.
to kiss me hello, goodby, good morning, good night. You
born on Wednesday, November
Another family was mentioned A the chapter's scrapbook.
name it, he has a kiss for it, no matter where we are.
The December ways and 17, at seven p.m. at the Fort
Last Friday I was in the beauty shop getting a permathat is in need of assistance on a
nent and my husband stopped in to leave me some money,
day-to-day basis. The chapter means project was discussed. Sanders Presbyterian Hospital
and before he left he put his face in the shampoo bowl to
agreed to contact this family and Details are being worked out for there.
kiss me goodby! I felt so foolish. Even on street corners fT
after finding out their immediate the Sorority Santa Claus to begin The new father is studying for
we are going our separate ways for an hour, he has to kiss
needs then offer assistance by making visits to homes and group his Ph.D in education at the
me goodby.
supplying food, linens, and other Christmas parties in Murray University of Tennessee. Both
What makes a man want to kits so much? He can't
during the period December 13-23 Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes received
items.
possibly get anything out of those little token pecks. Or can
The annual Christmas party for from 6:30-9:00 p.m. each night, their M. A. degrees from Murray
he?
KISSED A LOT
Anyone in- State University in 1966.
a ward at Western State Hospital, except Sunday.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky, will be terested in having a Santa visit Grandparents are Mrs. Osa
DEAR KISSED: Are you bragging or complaining? A
given on December 4. Gift boxes should call 753-2591 or 753-7370 as Rhodes and the late Mr. Rhodes
kiss is a statement. It says, "I like you" or "I love you." It's
Tenn.,
One,
Puryear,
of
Route
were filled with toiletry items soon as possible to schedule an
a physical expression of approval or affection. The time to
and Mrs. Homer Overstreet and
and other small useful items appointment.
write a Dear Abby letter is when he STOPS kissing you.
which the Sorority Santa Claus The Christmas party for the the late Mr. Overstreet of
will distribute to the patients chapter will be on December 17 at Paducah.
DEAR ABBY: At a wedding reception, my husband and
during the party. All members 7:30 p.m. in the home of Mrs
I were dancing together when this lady, a total stranger,
were encouraged to take an Edward Thomas. Husbands and Capt. and Mrs. John D. French
came on the dance floor and tapped ME on the shoulder,
active part in this worthy project guests will be invited. Secre of Murray Route Five are the
indicating that she wanted to dance with my husband.
My husband was quite surprised, but he took his arms
by going to Western State on that sister gifts will be exchanged. parents of a baby girl, Dalana
from around me and proceeded to dance with HER, leaving
date. Each patient within. the Following the conclusion of the Ann, weighing seven -pounds
business session th members seven ounces , born on Monday,
me stranded on the dance floor. Not knowing which way to
repeated the closing ritual and November 22, at 5:24 a.m. at the
turn, I then went to sit with friends
taizpah.
Refreshments were Murray-Calloway County
I felt very humiliated to think that I was cast aside for
Hospital.
served by Mrs. Smothermon.
a complete stranger My husband had never seen that lady
before!
The following members were They have one son, John, age
When we discussed it at home later my husband said he
present: Martha Ails, Frances four. The father is with the ROTC
couldn't understand why I was so upset He said he danced
Armstrong, Karen Bolls, Julia at Murray State University.
with her to avoid makkg a scene on the dance floor.
Cain, Paula
Duncan, Rita Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Abby, what do you think should have been done in that
Mrs. Hill Adams' home was the Farris, Beverly Herndon, Pat John H.
French of Nashville,
situation? Wasn't that woman entirely out of line?
scene of the meeting of the Hopkins, Patricia Nesbitt, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. William
LEFT STANDING
Coldwater Homemakers Club Brenda Nix, Melissa Overbey, Throgmorton of Paris, Tenn.
held on Tuesday, November 18, at Sue Overbey, Jerrie Parkin,
DEAR LEFT: The woman was indeed out of line. But
one o'clock in the afternoon.
Linda Smothermon, Anita
oftentimes when an unexpected situation arises, we are so
The devotion was given by Mrs. Thomas, Sylvia Thomas, Joann
Charles Aaron is the name
astonished we act on the impulse, which is probably what
Newel Dooree. Mrs. Noble Fuqua Turner, and Judy Wall.
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Dwain
your husband did. I doubt the situation will arise again.
called the roll and gave a report
Ray Dugger of Murray Route
CONFIDENTIAL TO "ROCKY MARRIAGE IN S. F.":
on the County Council meeting.
Three for their baby boy,
No, I don't think agreeing to "swing" will help. It's not a
The hostess, Mrs. Adams, gave
weighing seven pounds two
means to an end, it's the beginning of the end.
the lesson on "Attractive Lamp".
ounces, born on Monday,
Mrs. Dewey Bartell told how to
November 22, at 2:18 p.m. at the
Mars year problem? You'll feel better Vyss get it off
Mrs. Earl Lee was the program Murray-Calloway County
improve an old lamp with a new
year chess. Write to ABBY. Box 6117110, 1lAS MOWS, Cll.
the
meeting
at
of
the
leader
threads.
shade made with wool
Hospital.
teem Irer a personal reply enclose stampe& addressed
Christmas decorating with pine Baptist Women of the Elm Grove They have two other sons,
en V elope.
Wedheld
on
Church
Baptist
cones and candles was also
David Allen, age seven, and
presented using a brick for a nesday, November 17, at seven Timothy Ray, age six.
The
For Abby's booklet, -How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
candle holder, a kitchen dust pan o'clock in the evening at the father is employed with the Triseed
to Abby. BOIL 69700 Los Angeles. Cal. MOOS,
church.
decorated for a door decoration,
State Tree Company.
"Career Opportunities In
and a tree of pine cones.
Mrs. Lucy Dugger of Murray
Others attending were Mrs. Missions" was the theme of the Route Three is the grandmother.
Mrs.
Lee
program.
gave
the
call
Homer Bazzell, Mrs. Hugh
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Chapman
(
1 CS"IS
CCalii/
144;
Ilit
t
t
Adams and daughters, Tracy and to prayer and the closing prayer of Murray Route One are the
by
Mrs.
Dock
was
Boggess.
Kelly.
great grandparents.
Sunday, November 28
Ministries Department of the
A work day on "Candle Others present and taking part
Making" will be held soon and in the program were Mesdames
Mr. and Mrs. Euphrey Cohoon Baptist Sunday School Board will
Spirit
Fashion
Memorial Baptist
anyone interested is asked to Keys Keel, Albert Crider, Walton
Fa sh ion historians say will be honored on their 50th speak at the
Fulkerson, Floy Caldwell, Glen
rontact Mrs. Noble Fuqua.
clothing reflects the times wedding anniversary with an Church at ten a.m. A sack lunch
The Christmas meeting will be Hale, Billy Outland, Joe Mcand the recent "anything open house at the home of their will be served at noon with all
neld on Tuesday. December 21, at Cuiston, Luther Hendon, Charles
goes" spirit definitely has daughter, Mrs. Will Ed Stokes, churches invited. He will also
had some influence on the 1612 Keeneland Drive, Murray, speak at seven p.m. at Zion's
one p.m. at the home of Mrs. Burkeen, George Cossey, and
1 Marie Shekell.
contemporary fashion scene. from two to five p.m. All friends Cause Baptist Church.
Homer Barrel"
and relatives are Invited.
112;132====w
Mrs. 0. C. Wells will be
program leader at the Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Hertle I. Craig of
Women's meeting at the First
Hazel Route Two will be honored
Baptist Church at 9:30 a.m.
at a tea in the social hall of the
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Voice Seminar of Milan
Church from two to four p.m in
Petrovic will be held at the
celebration of their 50th wedding
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
anniversary. All friends and
Murray State
Building,
relatives are invited to attend.
University,from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met in the
home of Mrs. Gary
Smothermon on Tuesday, November 23,
at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening for the sixth regular
meeting of the year.
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Flour difference

Barbara Foust Is
Honoree, Kitchen
Shower Recently

Mrs. Hill Adams'
Home Is Scene Of
Coldwater Meeting

CRAFT HOUSE

CRAFT
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Mrs. Earl Lee Is
Program Leader
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Gene & Joe Brandon
invite you
to attend their

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, Nov. 28th
1-6
DOW P44,416 To Be Given Away':

Monday, November 29

Faculty recital of Miss
The Baptist Women of the Elm Elizabeth Newnam, mezzo
Grove Baptist Church will meet soprano, will be held at the
at the church at 1:30 p.m with Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Mrs. Hilda Maupin as the leader. Building, MSU, at eight p.m.
The Baptist Women of the Orientapon meeting for MSU
Sinking Spring Baptist Church seniors who plan to enroll in
will meet at the church at seven student teaching for the spring
p.m. for the week of prayer mester will be held at four p.m.
t the University School
program.
ditorium
—
The First Baptist Church
Baptist Women will begin obWednesday. December 1
servance of the week of prayer
for foreigunissions at the church Exhibitions of paintings and
at 9.30 a.m. with Mrs Karl drawings by Bob Thad. prints
and jewelry by Dortfoi HenHussung as the leader
derson, and paintings and prints
by Ben Matunoud will be at the
Tuesday, November 30
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Benton Williams, Consultant Arts Building through December
with the National Student

n.

From the people
who help bring you
Christmas...
please mail early.
By Dec.1st

By Dec.10th

By Dec.15th

Mail all out of-town packages
Well be sure to deliver.
them by Christmas

Mail all local packages and
out-ot•town cards. Christmas
means a lot more when its on time

r
Nla , 3, i
and Happy Ho,idays 1

inKS

""'"‘•

s

p
Space for this advertisement has been contributed as a Public Service by this ne*so,ne,

awalaws....-owillawasmaar

•
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Staubach Leads Cowboys To
28-21 Win Over Los Angeles

Sullivan Named
Heisman Winner

By FRED McMANE
triumph, passing for
two Baltimore at Oakland, Atlanta
UPI Sports Writer
touchdowns and completing 15 at Minnesota, Washington at
Tom Landry's decision to of 22 passes for 225 yards. Philadelphia, San Francisco at
install Roger Staubach as the Landry connected on scoring the New York Jets, Denver at
No. 1 quarterback for the passes of, six yards to Charlie Pittsburgh, Cleveland at HousDallas Cowboys is beginning to Sanders and 17 yards to Earl ton, New England at Buffalo,
return dividends.
McCullouch in helping the Lions St Louis at the New York
Staubach started the season boost their record to 7-3-1.
Giants and San Diego at
splitting the quarterback as- Ed Podolak scored three Cincinnati. Chicago is at Miami
signment with Craig Morton, touchdowns for Kansas City, in a nationally televised contest
but the
Cowboys' offense but the Chiefs were unable to Monday night.
suffered from the two-quarter- overcome their own mistakes
back system and the team had and the precision passing of
SAVARD STAYS DISABLED
a very mediocre beginning.
Landry. The Lions' quarterback
MONTREAL (UPI) -Serge
But two weeks ago Coach completed seven passes in a
Savard, Montreal' Canadiens'
Landry gave the No. 1 quarter- row at one stage.
defenseman who suffered a
backing assignment to Stau- On Sunday the National
proken leg in two successive
bach, and the former Heisman Football League schedule inseasons,
will not be able to
Trophy Winner from Navy has cludes New Orleans versus
return to action for some time
not let his coach down.
Green Bay at Milwaukee, to the National Hockey League
Last weekend he ran 29 ya
club, it was announced Thursfor a touchdown as the
ABA Standings
day by team physician Doug
Cowboys downed the Washing- By United Press International
Kinnear:
ton Redskins and took over first
East
place in the NFC's Eastern
W. L. Pct. GB
14 5 .737 ... DU TO1T AHEAD
Division, and Thursday he Kentucky
JOHANNESBURG (UPI) tossed for two touchdowns and Virginia
12 9 .571 3
set up another with his running New York
9 11 .450 5,
:t Comrie du Toit of South Africa
as Dallas downed Los Angeles, Floridians
9 11 .450 542 holds a two-stroke lead today
28-21.
Pittsburgh
10 13 .435 6 entering the third round of the
Staubach's two TD passes Carolina
8 11 .421 6 $35,000 Professional Golfers'
were a 51-yarder to Bob Hayes
Association Tournament at the
West
with just 2:06 left in the half
Course.
W. It_fist. GB Huddle Park Gog,
and a 21-yarder to Larite Utah
IC- 7 .587
Du Toit shot a 71 Thursday
Alworth early in the third Indiana
10 9 .526 3
and is at 138 after two rounds,
quarter. His 11-yard scramble Memphis
9 11 .450 44
: which
is two stroke better than
in the opening minute of the Dallas
8 11 .421 5
Britain's Noel Hunt.
final period set up Duane Denver
7 12 .368 6
Thomas' five-yard TD run for
Thursday's Results
the Cowboys' final score.
Kentucky 133 New York 117
The Cowboys, who boosted Virginia 131 Pittsburgh 118
their record to 8-3, also got an
Only games scheduled)
Friday's Games
89-yard TD kickoff return from
Floridians at Memphis
rookie Isaac Thoma,.
In the only other game Dallas at New York
played Thursday, Detroit wal- Denver at Indiana
Utah vs. Carolina at Greensloped Kansas City, 32-21.
Quarterback Greg Landry boro
Phone 753-9999
was the star of the Lions' (Only games scheduled(

By GREG GALLO
Lydell Mitchell, who has scored
UPI Sports Writer
an NCAA record 28 touchdowns
NEW YORK (UPI) -Pat for Penn State already this year,
Sullivan, the passing whiz from was fifth with 251 points.
the University of Auburn, edged The remainder of the top 10
Cornell's rugged running back included: Jack Mildren of
Ed Marinaro to win the Oklahoma , 208), Jerry Tagge of
Heisman Trophy Thursday Nebraska (168), Chuck Ealey of
night and gain the title of the Toledo 1137), Walt Patulski of
•
"Nation's Best College Football Notre Dame 1 121), and Eric
player."
Jo. L.
*
iit 0
.
7
Allen of Michigan State (109).
In a unique presentation
Other players receiving votes
Monday ceremony carried over nationLes Taylor is going in for this shot during the Murray State Varsity-Freshman game last
were Bill Taylor of Michigan
County wide television, Sullivan sat
night. At right is Bill Mancini (451 for the varsity and Pete Roney 1551 a former Calloway
(861, Bob Moore of Oregon (50),
stunned in his living room in Terry Beasley of Auburn
High eager, for the freshmen.
(50)
Photo by Wilson Woolley. Birmingham, Ala., as John H. and Sonny Sixkiller of WashingOtt, president of the Downtown ton 451.
Athletic club in New York Sullivan has led the
fourthannounced the winner of the ranked Tigers to a 9-0
season
By United Press International award between
halves of the and a trip to the Sugar Bowl on
American Conference
Georgia-Georgia Tech game. New Year's Day. Auburn
still
East
"I never thought I had a has one regular-season
remainW. L. T. Pct. chance," said
Sullivan. "I just ing against third-ranked Alaba811.889
anyone smiting OS somet know Miami
sat there."
By Darryl Armstrong
ma this Saturday.
7 3 0 .700
Baltimore
what to expect."
In voting by sportswriters In his three varsity
seasons
Murray's head basketball
6 0 .400 and
NY Jets
sportscasters across the at Auburn, Sullivan has betome
coach Cal !other was "well On the other nd, Coach Cal New England
4 6 0 .400
country, Sullivan received 353 the Southeastern Conference's
pleased" with his varsity win blare remarked that he was Buffalo
0 0 0 .000
first place votes for a total of most prolific passer. The 6-foot,
over the frestiplan team 96-72 last well pleased with his squad's
Central
1,597 points. Siillivan was the 190-pound quarterback has
night. But freshrnan coach K.O. performance. Luther said, "I felt
W. L. T. Pct. top
vote getter in the South and thrown for 1,891 yards and has
that
freshman
the
real
had
shot
a
Willis wasn't quite as elated
Pittsburgh
5 5 0 .500
the Southwest while Marinaro led the Tigers to 25 victories
in
Commenting on his team's at us but they just couldn't seem Cleveland
5 5 0 .500
was second.
29 games. He has accounted for
performance, Willis noted, •'We to get all together. We became a Cincinnati
3 7 0 .300
Marinaro, who took the East, 26 touchdowns this year to raise
didn't play nearly as well as we little careless in the last half but Houston
1 8 1 .111 the Midwest
and the Far West, his career mark to 71, the most
could and the game certainly overall, we played good ball.
West
finished with 295 first place ever in the history
of the
wasn't indicative of what our "Williams, Taylor, and
W. L. T. Ptc. votes
and 1,445 points. Sul- NCAA.
Mancini played real well and
season play will be like.
Oakland
7 1 7 .875
livan's overwhelming majority
Starks, playing inside varisty for
As a Junior last year,
7 3 1 .700
"The team may have had some the first time, played well. Of Kansas City
in the South and the belief that Sullivan led the nation in total
Diego
6
0 .400
4
first game jitters," remarked course, Bowers and Barrett San
Marinaro played against inferi- offense with 285.6 yards per
2 7 1 .222 or
Willis, "being freshmen and would have helped a lot had they Denver
competition in the Ivy game and finished sixth in the
Conference
National
playing in front of a college been able to play."
League, apparently swung the Heisman balloting.
East
crowd and all. We're just going
voting in Sullivan's favor.
Luther says that although the
W. L. T. Pct. Greg
to have to get together and work varsity squad is "thin" this year,
Pruitt, a junior running
0
8
.727
Dallas
3
out some of these problems."
back from Oklahoma, was third
he feels they will be a
Washington
3
1 667 with
6
Willis said that his team may representative team. Willis has
586 points, Alabama's
4 6 0 .400
have to "scramble" for the first adopted a "wait and see" NY Giants
tailback Johnny Musso was
Philadelphia
3
.333
6
I
1
few games of the season until philosophy.
fourth with 365 points and
3 7 0 .300 1
they can perfect their offense and The Racers open their home St. Louis
Central
defense
season December 1 against
W. L T. Pts.
On a more optimistic note, Arkansas Tech while the fresha 2 0 .800
sota
Willis remarked that the greatest man open with the Fort Campbell Muine•
Detroit
7 3 1 .7001
advantage of last night's game Army Champions. Game time
6 4 0 .6001
would be the confusion that will for the freshman match is 5,30 Chicago
Green Bay West
3 6 1 .333 1
•
result in the scouting. Willis said, p.m. with the varsity game
"The best thing about it was that following at 7.30 p.m.
W. L. T. Pct.
San Francisco
6 4 0 .6001
Los Angeles
6 4 1 .600 Charlie Scott is a
ale"formidable
Atlanta
5 4 1 .556 foe but even he
can't overcome
New Orleans
3 5 2 .375 odds of five to
one.
Thursday's Results
The 6-foot-6 swingman of the
By JOHN G. WARNER
miles an hour.
Detroit 32 Kansas City 21
Virginia Squires, the secondGAINESVILLE, Ga. (UPI)- Harry Ingle, Charlotte,
N.C., Dallas 28 Los Angeles 21
place • team in the East
The American Road Race of owner of the
Zink racing car
scheduled
Only
I
games
Division, poured in 41 points
Champions-the "runoffs" to firm, put
his Zink Formula
Sunday's Games
Thursday night to spark a 131hundreds of U.S. road racers - Super Vee
on the pole for the Atlanta at Minnesota
118 win over the Pittsburgh
opens today with the first of second event
with a record 97.3 Baltimore at Oakland
three days of the fiercest m.p.h.
Condors.
Ingle, defending For- Cleveland at Houston
racing in the nation.
But the Squires couldn't gain
mula Vee champion, switched Denver at Pittsburgh
National championships will this season
any ground on Kentucky, which
to the larger of the New England at Buffalo
had all five starters hit in
be decided in Formula Ford, Volkswagen-bas
ed single seater New Orleans vs. Green Bay at
Formula Super Vee, C and D formulas.
double figures as the Colonels
Milwaukee
sports racing and G and H
trounced the New York Nets,
production classes of the Sports The day's third race is for C St. Louis at NY Giants
133-117, to retain their threeSan
Diego
at
Cincinnati
and D sports racing cars,
Car Club of America.
game lead.
modified, sometimes San Francisco at NY Jets
During Thursday's qualifying, highly
Scott must be feeling frusmarred by nearly a dozen home-built, one-of-a-kind ma- Washington at Philadelphia
trated. Wednesday night he
Only
scheduled)
games
chines.
crashes, Formula A driver Kurt
popped in 42 points but the
Monday's Game
Reinold suffered serious head Bill Ippolito of Dallas will
Squires absorbed a 120-113 loss
Chicago at Miami Inight)
injuries
when
his
to Utah.
McKee start on the pole.
hurtled off the course at the In the final race of the day, (Only game scheduled)
Scott did gain the satisfacend of the back straight at road for Class G and H production ALFRED BEATS EDINBORO tion, however, of helping halt
'cars, Ron Christensen of Salt
Atlanta.
NEW YORK (UPI) -Unbeat- Virginia's five game losing
It was the second serious pre- Lake City qualified his MG en Alfred University (8-0) skid, hitting for 17 of his points
race injury. In practice earlier midget fastest at 86 m.p.h. The edged defending champion in the second quarter as the
It's basic math. More business, more trucks,
H production car in the Edinboro
in the week, Bob 'ruins, captain fastest
State by two points Squires ran amok with a 43more fuel and maintenance. If you're expanding,
pack
in
qualifying
was
the
of the British-backed Group 44
Thursday in the final voting of point effort which broke open a
Austin
Healy Sprite of Dennis the
may we offer this small suggestion: the Datsun
team, was hospitalized with
Lambert Bowl, awarded contest that stood at 33-32 after
injuries suffered in the crash of Daly, Dearborn Heights, Mich. annually to the top Small the first quarter. Julius Erving
Pickup. It delivers up to 25 miles per gallon.
his Triumph TR6.
In Thursday's other time College Division III football contributed 31 points to a
It requires less maintenance simply because
Gordon Smiley of Shawnee trials, Jerry Hansen of Min- team in the East.
winning effort.
less to maintain. Yet it hauls the goods
there's
Mission, Kans., will start on the neapolis put his Lola on the
George Thompson's 32 points
any other self-respecting half-ton
like
just
pole in the first event of the 16- pole for the Formula A race SWIM MATCH ENTRIES
could not prevent the Condors
race series. He qualified his and Jim Lewis of Houston won
in town. The Datsun Pickup is America's
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. (UPI) from taking their third straight
-The second annual Westches- loss.
number one selling import truck. Pure and
Formula Ford Merlyn at 95.1 the Formula Vee pole
Led by Dan Issel's 34 points,
ter Swim Classic, to be staged
FROM NISSAN
simple. Drive a Date=...then decide.
at the Lila Wallace Center Dec. the Kentucky starters totalled
3-5, has already got over 3,000 120 points as Artis Gilmore
entries, it was announced contributed 31, Darel Carrier
29, Cincy Powell 16 and Louie
Thursday.
Dampier, 10.
Dampier led a fast-breaking
BUGNER'S BROKEN JAW
LONDON (UPI) -Heavy- attack that tied the team assist
weight Joe Bugner suffered a mark of 36 The 6-foot former
Open Evenings Ti! 8 00
broken jaw in Wednesday's Kentucky star had 10 of the
night's defeat to America's assists.
Larry Middleton, his manager
Rick Barry: with 31 points and
So. 12th Street
Andy Smith announced Thurs- Bill Melchionni with 26 paced
day_
the Nets.

Luther Pleased With
Varsity's Performance

NFL Standings

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

Squires

American Road Race Of

'Pittsburgh

WITH PRIDE

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun

At

GREEt1,- ACRES

2
1
11
Buy One Pair At

You can mix them when buying, so bring the whole family!

)o Refunds

FAMILY SH•E

510 Main Street
Murray Kentucky
Glenn C Wooden, Owner

RE

It

Phone /53 /114

All
New Fresh
Nationally

Reg. Price Get A Second Pair Free !!

This offer includes Men's, Wornens' and Childrens' Shoes!
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Lakers Roll To Twelfth
Win Behind Chamberlain
By BOB 1)1 PIETRO

FDGFR & Tim)

— MURRAY,KENTUCKY

Nebraska Defeats Oklahoma In Football's Battle Of The Year
players were shaking their in lead after being 11 points
heads and mumbling, "wasn't behind. But the game evolved
that something?" or, "my God. into which team had the ball
last with enough time to do
what a game!"
The silence was deafening in something with it.
the Oklahoma dressing quar- That angel of mercy smiled
ters. It was a difficult pill for on the Orange Bowl-bound
the Sugar Bowl bound Sooners Cornhuskers They accepted the
to swallow —the fact they had challenge with 7 minutes, 5
played their best and it was not seconds to play with the football
at their own 26-yard line.
good enough.
llme Important
Coach Chuck Fairbanks said "There were two things in
it all when he intoned, "we my mind at that time,"
played it down to the wire and quarterback Jerry Tagge said.
"We felt all along we could
Everywhere in the tumultu- came up short."
ous Nebraska dressing room, Twice the Sooners roared into score and we wanted to eat up
as much of the clock as
possible.
Kinney's 7 Runs
Tagge accomplished
both

By CHARLIE SMITH
UPI Sports Writer
NORMAN, Okla 'UPI) —P.
T. Barnum and "Ben Hut" met
on a football field Thursday. It
was one of those rare occasions
in sports when the product was
as great as the promotion.
No. 1-ranked Nebraska defeated No. 2-ranked Oklahoma,
35-31, but it was one of those
games that had no loser. The
conflict transcended the victory.

24 minutes of playing time to
UPI Sports Writer
lead Phoenix to its first win
Wilt Chamberlain is wearing
this season over an opponent in
a new look these days and it'
its own Midwest Division.
reflected in the happy faces
The Suns had been 0-6 against
his Los Angeles Laker teamdivision rivals before getting
mates.
good shooting from
walk
The 7-foot-2 giant is simply
Rookie Dennis Layton (21
playing the best defense of his
points) and Paul Silas, (18
career—blocking shots, harass- points). The
Pistons, now tied
ing shooters, making the quick
with Phoenix for third place in
feed off the rebound hi short,
the Midwest with a 9-11 mark,
he's become the most formidawere led by Howard Komive's
ble ballhawk in the league.
17 points
And with each shot Wilt
blocks, with each rebound he
catches, with each enemy
gunner he intimidates into a
poor shot, the Lakers may be
moving closer to a hap.
ending to their frustrating 'saga
as the bridesmaids of the NBA.
aila
By BILL MADUEIN•
The man who once averaged
sippi trounced Mississippi State
UPI
SportieW
50.4 points a game was up to
48-0 and Georgia beat Georgia
a has Tech, 28-24. Among the small
his new tricks Thursday night Now that Ne
and it produced two felicitous staked its claim as college college, fifth-ranked C. W. Post
results: a club record 12th football's No. 1 team, the was upset 14-12 by Hofstra
straight win-139-115 over Seat- question is who's No. 2?
while No. 7 Samford defeated
tle—and a one-game increase in The top-ranked Cornhuskers, Ohio Wesleyen 20-10 in the third
the Lakers' lead over Golden 35-31 victory over second- annual Amos Alonzo Stagg Bowl.
State in the Pacific Division of ranked Oklahoma in the "Game
of the Decade" for 1971, in addition to the crucial
the Western Conference.
WILT SCORFS 17 POINTS wrapped up the Big Eight title Alabama-Auburn
matchup,
The Warriors were edged 112- and left little doubt as to who's other Saturday games include
111 by Philadelphia and Pho- No. 1, but down south a pair of Army-Navy at Philadelphia,
enix dropped Detroit, 122-103 in Southeastern Conference un- 17th ranked Iowa State at San
beatens —Alatama and Auburn Diego State, Florida at Miami,
other games Thursday night.
Chamberlain batted away 10 —are setting their sights on Tulane at 10th ranked LSU,
Arizona at ninth-ranked Arizona
of the Supersonics' shots, Oklahoma's No. 2 spot.
collected 15 rebounds and The No. 3 Crimson Tide and State and Clemson at South
scored 17 points as the Lakers No. 4 Tigers, square off Carolina.
led from the time Jerry West Saturday at Birmingham, Ala.
Orange Bowl-bound Alabama
connected on a jump shot for in their traditional year-end (10-0) is a six-point favorite
the opening score. Los Angeles rivalry and chances are the over Sugar Bow-bound Auburn
led by 33 points at one point in winner will slip by once-beaten {9-0) in
the
Southeastern
the fourth quarter as it ran its Oklahoma into the No. 2 spot in Conference title showdown. The
the nation.
record to 18-3.
Crimson Tide boasts a strong
West, involved in all of the Nebraska wasn't the only ground attack led bY,4 'All
Lakers' seven fruitless at- team to clinch its conference America candidate Johnny
tempts at the league champion- title for Thanksgiving. In the Musso, while the Tigers are one
Conference, 18th of the few teams in the nation
ship, paced all scorers with 26 Southwest
points. Jim McMillian added 21. ranked Texas, guided by three this year to rely on th passing
Spencer Haywood was high for touchdowns by Jim Bertelsen game.
and two by quarterback Dennis
But with Heisman Trophy
Seattle with 24.
Fred Foster of the 76ers and Wigginton, trounced Texas winner Pat Sullivan calling
A&M
34-14 to ice the title and signals, and Terry Beasley
Golden State's Cazzie Russell
traded final-quarter scoring clinch the Cotton Bowl host doing the receiving it's easy to
outbursts, but Foster, who berth against unbeaten and see why Auburn prefers to
travel by air. Sullivan and
tallied 11 of Philadelphia's last sixth ranked Penn State.
Mildren's 2 TD Passes
Beasley, both cinches for All
13 points, drove in a lay-up with
three seconds remaining in the Nebraska, which was stunned America honors this year, have
Oklahoma
by
rallies
two
which
teamed up for over 700 yards.
game. To settle the issue,
Russell scored 21 of his game- put the Cornhuskers behind for Beasley has 11 touchdowns and
high 29 points in the stanza and the first time this season, was 66 points while Sullivan has a
his hot hand vaulted the paced by Jeff Kinney who 59.2 completion percentage, 20
Warriors from an 11-point scored four touchdowns. Three touchdowns and 1,891 yards.
deficit to a 10149 lead with 323 of Kinney's scores came in the Sullivan also has a fine
second half and the winning TD receiver in Dick Schmalz, a
to go.
came with just 1:38 left in th sidekick from
SUNS' GOOD SHOOTING
highschool.
Foster led Philadelphia with game.
Schmalz has 42 receptions and
28 and newly-acquired Bill Oklahoma, which twice came 626 yards
Bridges chipped in with 21 back from 11-point deficits,
Alabama's top defense
points and a game-leading 18 showed its offensive might
But if Auburn is to defeat
behind by quarterback Jack
rebounds.
Golden State, now 14-8 and Mildren but was let down by Alabama it must also contain
trailing Los Angeles by 4L-2, the defense. Mildren threw two the Tide's running game. Musso
to
Jon has carried 158 times for 921
passes
finished the game without Jeff touchdown
Mullins and Joe Ellis, who both Harrison and ran for another yards and quarterback Terry
Davis is 120 for 412 as the
fouled out and center Nate pair in the losing cause.
playmaker of Barna's Wishbone
other
the
major
only
In
Thurmond, who suffered a 10T offense. Up front there's a
inch gash on his right hand college action Thursday Mississlamming into the backboards
in the third period.
Neal Walk scored 20 points in

Auburn And Alabama Set Sights
0 Oklahoma's Number Two spot

NBA Standings
•
By United Press International
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pet, GB
13 7 .650 ...
Boston
11 9 .550 2
New York
Philadelphia
10 11 .476 3L's
8 12 .400 5
Buffalo
Central Division
W. L. Pet. GB
7 10 .412
Cincinnati
Baltimore
8 12 .400 'a
5 13 .278 ns
Atlanta
Cleveland
5 14 .263 3
Western Conference
Midwest Division
W. L. Pin. GB
19 3 .864
Milwaukee
13 5 .722 4
Chicago
9 11 .450 9
Detroit
9 11 .450 9
Phoenix
Pacific Division
W. L. Pet. GB
18 3 .857 ...
Los Angeles
/
2
14 8 .636 41
Golden State
13 8 .619 5
Seattle
5 17 .227 13',2
Houston
3 16 .15814
Portland
Thursday's Results
Phoenix 122 Detroit 103
Philadelphia 112 Golden State
111
Los Angeles 139 Seattle 115
Only games scheduled)
Friday's Games
New York at Boston
Portland at Milwaukee
Baltimore at Atlanta r aft I
Golden State at Chicago
Detroit at Los Angeles
Cincinnati at Cleveland
(Only games scheduled)

DEADI.Y RIDER
Motorcycle riding in the
United States claimed 2,330
lives in 1970, an 18.9 per cent
increase over the number of
fatalities in 1969. About twothirds of the deaths were in the
1540-24-age group
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seven times for 33 yards, the
p
and relentless Nebraskans stampeded 74 yards in 12
quick, strong offensive line plays. Kinney
carried the last
headed by 274-pound tackle four times
from 15 yards out,
John Hannah, another 'Bama scoring from the two
with 1:38
All America candidate.
left to play.
On defense, Alabama is as For the afternoon, Kinney
ran
scrappy and aggressive as Bear 34 times for 174 yards
and
Bryant teams of years past, scored four touchdowns.
yielding less than 10 points per "This was the
last game of
game. Defensive ends Robin our career," the 210-pound
Parkhouse and John Mitchell McCook, Neb., senior said. "We
however, will have to keep the weren't about to lase this one.
pressure on Sullivan. The Kinney may be forgiVen if he
Parkhouse-Mitchell duo has'momentarily forgot about Habeen hailed as the best in the l waii next week and Alabama on
south. Auburn will be a good Jan. 1.
test for that claim .
Oklahoma's last desperation

Outland trophy winner Larry
Jacobson and middle guard
Rich Glover nailed Mildren, the
attempted pass falling harmlessly to the artificial turf after
Glover batted it down.
"It was supposed to be the
same route we'd scored on
twice," said Mildren. "Someone
got in pretty fast. We just took
a shot at the touchdown."
Mildren ra., for two touchdowns and hit Harrison, a
former high school teammate
at Abilene, Tex., with 24 and 16yard scoring passes.
A record crowd of 63,385
watched the battle for the
national championship unfold at
Owen Field along wi6 a national
television audience that probably
exceeded 80 million.

did it again for a touchdown
the telephone•
The President also called with five seconds to go before
Fairbanks and mentioned, "I intermission for a 17-14 lead.
didn't like some of their calls." Nebraska, working against a
Nixon didn't identify who he chilling 15-mile an hour wind,
was talking about, leaving his tallied twice in the third
comment open to speculation. quarter with Kinney going
Glover, the brilliant 231-pound three and one yard. But
junior who made 22 tackles and Mildren swept end for three
recovered a fumble, was a yards, then hit Harrison with a
constant thorn in Oklahoma's 16-yard pass on a fourth-andfive play with 7:30 left in the
offensive scheme.
"Most of my job was reading game.
the center and going to the
That set the stage for the
fullback," He said. "We felt Cornhuskers' drive for pride.
"It was an odd feeling far
bad after the first half and we
just made up our minds to go this year," admitted Tagge,
out and put it to 'em in the noting Nebraska had not been
behind on the scoreboard this
second half."
season.
Tagge Kept Confident
Oklahoma, with 467 yards "But it wasn't anything new
total offense, struck
with to us. We had to dp it against
lightning efficiency in the last !SU in the Orange Bowl. I
minute of the first half after think I could have killed myself
being backed up to the 33. if we'd lost. But we never felt
Mildren hit Harrison for 43 like we were going to lose, we
yards to the Nebraska 24, then only though about scoring."

Nixon Phones Devaney
"Yes, sir, they sold a lot of
popcorn today," Nebraska
coach Bob Devaney kidded
President Nixon when he called
after the game. The conversation, which lasted five minutes,
came arter Nixon held his end
of the line for 30 minutes
waiting for Devaney to reach

•
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Hale Irwin Takes Lead
At Heritage Tournament

Nicklaus on his trail, Hale Irwin
By DAVID MOFFTT
doesn't feel he can start taking
UPI Sports Writer
HILTON HEAD, S.C. (UPI) anything for granted.
—It seemed rather fitting that This is the first tournament
Hale Irwin should steal the in four months that has
thunder from the big names in featured all three of this
the Heritage Golf Classic on the country's top three golfers —
day that Nebraska and Ok- Nicklaus, Palmer and Lee
lahoma were playing their Trevino. Trevino may not make
today's 36-hole cut since he
football classic.
After all, Hale was a Big went into the water four times
Eight safety when he was Thursday and wound up with a
playing for Colorado in the mid 7-over-par 78 --the first time all
60s —and, to be truthful, he had year that Trevino, who has won
been pretty anxious Thursday five tournaments and a record
to finish his round so he could $227,000 so far this year, has
rush to the clubhouse to see the been that much over par in a
single round.
big game.
It also is a course where you
In the process, Irwin, never a
winner in his four years on the can lose a lot in a hurry. Many
PGA tour although he has of the golfers were cursing the
made a pretty good living, shot tricky harbour town layout
a 3-under-par 68 and, to his Thursday, especially its exsurprise, that stood up for the tremely hard greens which
were caused by the fact that
first round lead.
The 26-year-old, bespectacled transitional weather messed up
Irwin, from Boulder, Colo. the grass.
A satellite tournament, the
4.nished the first day's play one
Pine Open is being
stroke ahead of everybody's 930,000
favorite, Arnold Palmer, and played right down the road at
Dave Eichelberger, who did an adjoining golf course on this
win the Milwaukee Open this resort island. Paul Moran, who
summer but actually isn't a lot failed to qualify for the
Heritage this year, is leading
better known than Hale.
II Irwin's putter hadn't cooled that one by six strikes after
off on him, he probably would shooting 66-67,-133.
have been almost out of sight
when you consider that only
five of 102 even broke par
Thanksgiving Day. He missed
six birdie putts of 12 feet or
STOCKHOLM
'
ad
less.
additive in gasoline may cause
Both Smith and Rod Curl human birth defects, according
both made runs at 3 under but to a Swedish group of scientists
wound up with 1-under 70is and at the Wallenberg Laboratory,
that completed the subpar list which discovered that minute
But superstar Jack Nicklaus amounts of lead cause genetic
was just one more stroke back damages in plants.
The experiments disclosed
in the six-man group at even
breakage
among and.a wrong
par 71 --and, with the likes of
distribution of chromosomes,
Arnold
Palmer
and
Jack

effort fell far short when
quarterback Jack Mildren, who
played like an unbeatable tiger
all day, was drilled on fourth
down at the Oklahoma 15 as he
tried to launch another long
pass to Jon Harrison.

"Op
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What have we done
for you lately?
Bright and early each morning the Extraordinary Bank
opens for another day of minding your business.
In the course of an extraordinary day we put a lot of people on
the road ahead with an extraAUTOnary loan. We give a great
ninnber of people personal loans for reasons we won't mention.
Our Good Fortune Tellers keep busy depositing deposits,
opening new accounts and helping Johnny with his Christmas
Club, they tell you how Billdozer checking accounts work and
help your wife choose the right color and pattern checkbook
for her needs.
' We tailor our money to fit your needs, talk to you and your
lawyer about the management of your estate and tell a lot of.
our friends about the benefits of savings certificates.

The Jones family next door will be given money to buy a
brand-new home and your neighbor on the other side will
take out a home improvement loan.
These are a few of the extraordinary things we do in the
course of a day . . . in a style that makes everything extraordinary for you.
When the sun sets, you ride on home happy. Another day
ends for y.Nu.
The Extraordinary Bank. however, prepares for night
banking hours . . . begins checking credit card applications.
arranging loans, crediting deposits-by-mail . . . doing all the
little necessary to prove one pig point:
It is extraordinary what we can do for you if you let us.

The Extraordinary Bank
L S

Gas lead additive
may cause defects

C flitilw' PEOPLES BANK
M

HAY /KY.

Three Convenient Locations . . .
Main Branch
500 Main
161-0 1110 to. Skelke Go./

South Branch
12th & Story

North Branch
12th & Chestnut

'Or
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Greece is accepting
its share of the load
Editor's Note: This is the by land through Bulgaria or
second of two articles over Russian territory, by air
discussing U. S. military aid to or by sea from the Black Sea
through the Dardanelles.
Turkey and Greece.
Military aid to Greece is
somewhat different from that
By JOHN PINKERMAN
going to Turkey, where there
Copley News Service
are vast plains and other
ATHENS — "We look for terrain ideally suited to tanks
- them to do more and more on and other heavy equipment. In
their own. And they're doing Greece, 75 per cent of the
nation's 51,246 square miles of
. it."
The speaker was Maj. Gen. territory is mountainous, apd
John M. Hightower, a U. S. this puts stress on equipment
Army officer and chief of the for mountain troops with less
American military aid mission emphasis on the "big stuff."
to Greece. He was talking, However, the many islands
the
around
during an interview at his 5th scattered
floor office in a downtown Mediterranean, Ionian and
Athens commercial building, of Aegean seas, have become
the Greek military forces and excellent locations for missile
their lessening dependence on units, thus requiring a highly
sophisticated Greek soldier or
U. & military assistance.
The matter of military aid for airman in many instances.
Greece has a total military
Greece is a hot issue in the
Untied States. The Nixon ad- force of about 160,000, divided
ministration, in the 1972 fiscal between 120,000 ground troops,
year, is seeking $19.9 million in 19,000 navy and 21,000 airmen.
direct aid; $38 million in excess In addition, there is a reserve
U. S. supplies and $60 miLlion in force of about 215,000.
Unlike the Turks, who
credits, for a total of $117.9
frequently press U. S. mission
million.
,
a
Muctrof the opposition to this representatives for roma e
outlay centers among senators aid, the Greeks seem Satisfied.
and congressmen who demand -Yes, they're satisfied,"
that the military junta headed Hightower said. "There,is no
by Prime • Minister George trouble on that score. The goals
Papadopoulos move Greece are realistic, with the army
from martial law to an ef- getting the major share, and
fective democracy in order to there is a progressive evolution
qualify for U. S. aid. Some that puts more responsibility
senators oppose any military on the Greek forces."
The evolution Hightower
aid anywhere.
The modest U. S. aid mission speaks of concerns the change
of 68 officers, enlisted men and in mission. There is no further
civilians of all three services is need for U. S. advisers with
reluctant to get into any Greek units — as there was for
political discussion regarding a number of years after the aid
started
under
military aid. However, the program
Papadopoulos regime not- President Harry Truman in
withstanding, members of the 1948. The Greeks know their
mission have the highest praise weapons and they know how to
for Greek administration and maintain them. Americans
use of U. S. aid funds and call here concentrate on assisting in
this aid vital to North Atlantic procurement, resupply and
Treaty Organization defense of helping with inventory control
the eastern Mediterranean — and other matters concerned
just as U. S. aid officials in with logistics. Occasionally
Ankara stress the need for there is a need for a U.S.
tinued U. S. support of the military man to solve% knotty
problem concerning heavy
kish armed forces.
Turkey guns and major transportation
and
Greece
Soviet equipment.
any
t'bracket"
The Greeks have built and
the
of
penetration
Mediterranean from the east — manned their own major
maintenance and overhaul

F

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 753-l27
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
We Have It—We Will Get It—Or It Can't Be Had
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OPEN EVERY
SUNDAY
Until Christmas
1:00 - 5:30

LITTLETON'S
The Happy Yellow Store
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Tappan Declares Dividend. New Director Is Elected

Youthful diggers
find synagogue

AMERICAN MILITARY AID

shops — for tanks, wheeled
vehicles and even jet airplanes.
They have fabricated hard-toget parts to keep their
machines running and have
trained thousands of soldiers as
technicians.
Hightower pointed to a
unique Greek program that
assists both the military and
civilian phases of the nation's
life. Boys from 12 to 13 are
brought, as volunteers, into an
association with the technical
phases of military life. They
live in barracks like soldiers,
although separated from the
older military men, and they
work alongside mechanics and
technicians in on-the-job
training programs.
"This type of program
qualifies them better for later
military trainiro," Hightower
said, "and when they get out
into civilian life they are
equipped with a useful trade. It
is amazing to see the progress
they make — some from places
like Macedonia and Thrace
often have never ridden in a
motor vehicle kefoi.-e getting
iris'program aed have no
maintenance.
notion
of
However, Greek commanders
with whom I've talked have
been delighted by their
achievements."
Hightower also praised the
fighting qualities of the Greek
soldiers. "They are teemencious fighters," he said. "The
men of all services are well
trained, disciplined with high
morale. I have no doubt they
would give a good account of
themselves. They are very
highly motivated. Their officers are very professional
and they don't have any need
for a U.S. major (adviser )
with their field units.
"It is fair to say that the
countries to the north Albania,
Yugoslavia and Bulgaria) look
at the Greeks with a certain
amount of respect."
The Greeks do not have the
full-scale
know-how
for
manufacture of military
equipment as the Turks do, but
are developing a full capability
for maintenance of their
weapons of war.
And, while they do not speak
kindly of the Turks, from whom
they won independence 150
years ago, they cooperate in
the strategic binational mission
of guarding the Mediterranean
against the Communists to the
east.

NEW YORK ((IN) — An ,
vacancy left by the resignation of the A'ss('lated Merchandising
The Tappan Company, Man- favorable.
archeological project by 160
Mr. Henry Grinnell Brownell, Mr. R.E. Brooker, former Corporation, and is active in a
based diversified
Ohio
sfield,
teen-agers from Reform Jewish
cabinet President of the Higbee Com- Chairman of the Board of Mar- number of Cleveland area
and
appliance
congregations in the United
community activities, including
manufacturer, declared its 143rd pany, of Cleveland, Ohio, saws cor, Incorporated, of Chicago.
States and Canada has conquarterly dividend at elected a Director of the ComMr. Brownell has been with the membership in the Greater
consecutive
firmed that Jews lived inside
pany. Mr. Brownell will fill a Higbee Company since 1947, Cleveland Growth Association,
the city of Bet She'an, near the Its regular quarterly Board
when he started as a trainee in the Advisory Committee of the
Isracli-Jordanian border, during Meeting, held today.
the Operating Division. He has Lake Erie Girl Scout Council, the
Directors declared a dividend
pagan times.
served successively as an Board of Trustees of the Better
The youthful diggers exca- in the amount of 10 cents per
payable
Assistant
Share,
Buyer,
Buyer, Business Bureau, the Board of
vated an ancient mosaic floor, Common
to
1971,
15,
Divisional
about 15 by 20 feet in ski-, December
Merchandise Trustees of the Cleveland In-.
containing
Manager, Vice President and stitute of Music, the Board of
a
seven-branch shareholders of record December
minorah with the Hebrew in- 1, 1971.
Assistant General Merchandise Trustees of the Council on World
A simple teat has been devised
scription "shalom"(Peace)over
Manager,
Senior Vice President Affairs, and the Board of
W.R. Tappan, President, in- to help home owners
determine
it.
dicated that the earnings trend as whether or not they need a hu- of Merchandise and Sales Trustees of Junior Achievement.
According to Professor Dan seen at the end of the third midifier.
Promotion, Executive Vice
Bahat of the Israeli Depart- quarter, is expected to continue
The West Bend Company,
He is a member of the Brown
President, Executive Vice
merit of Antiquities; 611 syna- and that prospects for 1972 were leading manufacturer of porta- President and
University
Club, the Cleveland
Vice
Chairman
of
ble humidifiers, suggest dropgogues have been discovered
Skating Club, Country Club, Midping three ice cubes into a glass, the Board.
throughout Israeli but this is Education bill:
adding water, and stirring.
He is a graduate of Brown Day Club, New York Athletic
the first time that a minorah
If moisture doesn't form on
minion
University,
and served in the Club and the Union Club.
has been found bearing the $865
the outside of the glass within
Mr. Brownell is married to the
Pacific
Theatre
with the United
three
minutes,
your
home
word "shalom." The archeoneeds
FRANKFORT (UPI): 'fhe
former Patricia Anne Cooney of
a humidifier.
States
Navy
from
194.2
to
1946.
He
logical program was developed
state's total educatim bill
West Bend suggests that this was honorably
discharged from Erie, Pennsylvania. They have
by the National Federation of
for the next two years
test not be conducted in the
three children and reside in
Temple Youth with the cowould amount to $865 milkitchen, where excessive cooking destroyer duty as a Lieutenant.
Mr. Brownell is a Director of Shaker Heights, Ohio.
operation of the Israeli Departvapors might give a humidity
lion, based on the budget
level not in line with the rest!
ment of Antiquities.
requests submitted to the
of the house
Intel= Legislative Educa
For best results, check to see
PIONEER BOWL
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
lion Committee here.
that your home temperature is
RUSTON, La. (UPI) —
Of that, the state educa72-75 degrees when making the
TRADE WITH
Louisiana Tech, which tied for tion department is seeking
test.
For 1972 West Bend has a
the Southland Conference lead $120 minim in new funds
new line of portable humidifiers
with an 8-2 record this season, for expansion of special
which have the appearance of
accepted an invitation Monday and vocational education
walnut
decorator end pieces.
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
per cent teacher
to play Eastern Michigan in the and an 18
They range in price from $124.95
pay raise.
PROFIT
—
LARGE
LOW
VOLUME
for
the
ultra
model
to
$79.96
Pioneer Bowl, Dec. 11, at
for the standard model.
Wichita Falls, Tex.
"Service Built Our Business"
The standard model will huMurders in the last decade midity an area up to 2.500
The Bowl, 4premautoiy known
square
IT
WILL PAY Y011 TO SEE US ON
as the Pecan Bowl, is the have tripled in New York City. feet while the ok-e
handle
an
area
of
over
3,000
OR USED CAR
NCAA Midwest Region Chain- There were some 1,117 last year,
square feet efficiently.
compared with 390 in 1960.
pionshij, game.

Ice Cube Test
Tells If You Need
A Humidifier

PARKER FORD, Inc.
A

Iftoi

The Great Holiday Savings
Event Continues

COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
Slaughter cows .50 higher,
slaughter Bulls
Calves and vealers steady, feeder
steers 1.00 higher, heifers steady.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
20.50-23.00, high yielding individual up to 24.00, Cutter 18.5020.50, Canner 16.00-18.50,
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
over 1,000 lbs. 24.00-26.50.
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs.
vealers 41.00-44.00, mixed Good
and Choice 240-350 lbs. Calves
35.00-38.00.
FEEDER STEERS: Choice
250400 lbs. up to $50.50,
300-400
lbs. - 38.00-41.00,
high
Choice
up
to
48.00, 400-500 lbs. 35.00-38.00, 500600 lbs. 32.00-35.00, package of
high Choice 712 lbs. 35.00, mixed
Good and Choice 300-400 lbs.
35.00-38.00,400-500 lbs. 32.00-35.00,
500-600 lbs. 29.00-32.00, Goof 300400 lbs. 32.00-35.00, 400-500 lbs.
30.00-32.00,500.800 lbs. 28.00-30.00.
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
250-300 lbs up to 38.00, 300-400 lbs.
32.00-35.00, 400-500 lbs. 30.00-32.00,
500-600 lbs. 28.00-30.00, mixed
Good and Choice 300-400 lbs.
30.00-32.00,400-500 lbs. 28.05-30.00,
500-600 lbs. 26.00-28.00.
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BONDED WOOLENS & TURBO ACRYLICS
Our Entire Stock!

!worship
rr,

Regular $3.99 to $699 yd. "Famous Mills"

N. except,ons, ever., yard of Fail & Winter Woolens and Acryi,cs mutt be cleared. F Liii
"Stevens",
nolts, 54" to 60" wide, First Quality. From such famous kA,Ils as
-Ctaltax-, "Ameraes- and many, many others_ Come early for best selection

Bo4
THE

YD.
BONDED POLYESTER KNITS
Special Mill Purchase for this Sale!

Regular S3 99 to $5 99 yd $

'ever before such fine Polyester Knits at such a low, low price! It's bonded, so you need
'sing and makes an ideal weight for slacks, sportswear and dresses. Choose from a
ggp selection of solid colors and fancies All 60- wide, guaranteed first quality. Hurry
2.000 yards at each store at this low, low price!

77

Edvv
oakum

4.

YD.

Ca

• ••••••••••••I
Cc

BETTER POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
Our Entire Stock!
444
Regular $6 99 to $10.99 yd

Colo

Fall & VVInter

netter Polyester Double Knits now reduced for quick
every yard .Jt
clearance All Full bolts, F.rst Quality, 60' to 62- wide. Choose from, To Color Moro•
tranic Kn ,ts, Yarn Dyed Jacquards. Imported Printed Double Knits, Lures & Polyester
Double Kn!ts.
now at one unbelievable low, low price!

s

YD.
100°/- TEXTURED POLYESTER
S1.29
CREPE PRINTS

C
.:
:
6

M.," ooe lossocnoto

Regular $2.99 yd.,

P000yeiton• Crops Orono,. 45- *ode
o-oow Pao and notodav Wont.

POLYESTER & COTTON
PRINTS & SOLIDS

'leqiil'ii 984
to $1.29 yd

Our Entire stock!
Boo • 1

'
•
•
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••
ib•
•
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• 4Ij
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Now F...

Wayn

•loCk of Cotton Bsoadctoths & Poplin*, Potyantrat
r and So1.0s. footyntof and Cotton Proofs and
r•
A
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.
now seduced for gum& clowsr•no•
Moo, fot
• or.1/Ad no ,,on. maensew toraM41314
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Famous Name

20

Mi root, now at Mot low,

Du

Student aid
tilICAGO (UPI) - Sixty.
thief- disadvantaged minority
students have been awarded
dental scholarships for the
1971-72 school year by the
American-Fund for Dental Education. The 1971 awards represent a 55 per cent increase
in the number of scholarships
awarded lain year.

Morning VI
Evening Vi

Morning
Evening

FEDERAL STATE MARKET
NEWS SERVICE
MONDAY NOVEMBER 22
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY.
MAYFIELD LIVESTOCK
MARKET: Livestock weighed on
arrival.
640
50

Emn
AAornmg v
Evening Ni

Morning 1
Evening I

Federal State
Market Report

Cattle this week
Calves this week

Worship Si
Evening a

(204W WASHINGTON

Paris, Tn.

9 - 5(M - Th)
9 6 (Friday)
9 - 5:30 (Saturday)
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Baptist
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West Fork
11 a.m.
6:30p.m.

E
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Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship*

-0•411.:6•6'..4,•..••-•111.•••••••••••••••

Nazarene

1.1 a.m.
8p.m.

•

•

Murray Church
Sunday School
10a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Locust Greve Church
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p m

iia.m.
7p.m.

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Methodist

- -

1.1"1
".
"
11

41,31110111F..

)11

.• . •

.1

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a m. 1st
Sunday, 10 a m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel
Sunday School
10a.m.
Worship service
11 am.

Pentecostal
Alf

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

United,310 Irvin Ave.
Sunday School
10 a.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m

11 a.m.
30p.m.

South Pleasnt Grove
Morning Worship
10:45 a m
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
9.30a m.
',unday School
10 30a m
Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 9:30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, & 6 p.m. flth Sunday.

United, New Coward '
Sunday school
10a.m.
worship Services
a.m.,? p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10a.m.

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Worship Services

11 a.m., 2:30

pm
First Assembly of God
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11 00

Blood River
MOrning Worship
11 CM.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
4th
and
Sundays, 6:30 p.m. 2nd
e jn
3ro
dedSunday
i.m
Sunday, & 9:3i) fek

Kirtsey &DOW
Mprning Worship
110.m.
;Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays,
am.
ay.m
tmore
. 2nd Sunday,
..
9 30 a m. 4th SupdaY

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10 50a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p rn

Morning Worship
Evening worship

New Mt. Carmel Missionary
MornengWorship
II a . m
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.

Church School
Worship Service

lia.M.

Evening Worship

7:30p.m.

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a m.
7p.m.

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening ~ship

11 a.m.
7p.m.

Norship

First Methodist
$:45 & 10: 5011aam
.m

Be Loyal,

11 a.m
7:15 p.m

Reclaim Christ

First Christian
Worship Services
10:30 .m., 7

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 118.m. 1st &
koci
sdays, 7 p m 2nd & 4
4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:45 a.m. 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd a 4th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a.m. 2nd
Sunday, 10:45 a.m. 4th Sunday
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One can best understand If he considers the words of Christ:
"Ask,and it shall be given you..."(Matt. 7:7). If we have only to ask
in order to receive, then miracles could surely still occur.
And they do still occur, as millions will testify.'

rn.

v ardro:00 .m.
Dexter
se 1ce
Worship
am.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & Ith Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday

When we petition God, what should we ask for? Ask only
for that which you need. Ask no more. Expect no less. For God can
and will provide, as He did long ago with a few sardines and sandwiches.
And when He does provide, then our miracle has occured.

7 P rn

Beone's Incorporated

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

SfrOteed
621 So. 4911

Phone 753-1675

motors
Fri American
Cain & Treas Motor Sales
Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-6448
Five Points

of the Following Businesses:

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Southside Restaurant
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish . Fri and Sat.
Banquet Room Facilities
Plate Lunches Daily
Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"
Phone 753-1933

Murray. Ky.

Ward-Elkins

Through The Courtesy

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs.. Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext.441. Call In Orders to 753-4419

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

•
••:•:v.

lNI ROYAL TIRE DEALER

%It? osikt
105 Pogue

7 Block

E of S 11t1% Phone 753 1489

Put first things first,
Attend Church

•
11:00a.m.

Presbyterian
Liberty Cumberland
10a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
North Pissant Grove
10a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Oak Grove
10a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Worship Services
Mount Plesant
11 a.m.,
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
School
9,30 a.m.
wrorshipS4evico •
10,4:,..ift

Other
Denominations
Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day saints
Sunday School
10 am.
St. Leo Catholic Church
•
Sunday mass Sam. 11 am..4:30
pm
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
llam
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower
10 30a m
fsibie Lecture
9 30a m
Wayman Chapel A.M.E.

worship services

II

,

p.niT

St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10:30a.m.1
Morning Worship
9:308.M.

immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
Morning Worship

9 1Sa m
10 30a m

Seventh Day Adventist
10:00 a.rn.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.',
Worship Service

Ph 753-5209

121

ill
RCA VICTOR - FRIGIDARIRE -

Il

753-3892

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency
Residential • Commercial - Farm — Building Lots and
Lake Property—Buying Selling- Leasing
Pnone 753-7724
518 W. Main

A

HAMBURGERS

MAYTAG
ilimil

Phone

403 Maple

Stadium Chili

IltSt YOU, loft' •tt

Beal's

Sc1

Open 24 Hrs. . 7 Days

L
C HII

753.17)3

Central Shopping Center •- 753-6061

Wells Electric

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service
MINOR REPAIR /1 WELDING
Ph, 753.8119

North 4th St

•rie
.

Carroll Tire Service

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worshio

I-

This Page Sponsored

Grecian Steak House

vrtiln
orsir Grove
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Seven
osserer
vviiccth a Poplar
Worship
10 40 a.m.
Evening Service
ew
rire
Concord
Morning Service
10 50
6P
a .rn
m.
Evening Worship
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Mobile Ham. Courts
Mayfield Hwy

RESIDENTIAL
Buildings

YOUN

1066°:
'''Cl°4
3:
5a
PParr.m
mrnm-..—
7p.m.

Shady Oaks
••••••••
••••.... 1•••••••
•••••• - Pawamek Ism

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

:e.•••

a Jr,

Morning Worship

?he miracle of the loaves and fishes. Such a familiar Bible story and It IS
definitely true. After all, who would doubt that Christ could turn five!OEM
and two fishes Into more than enough fo five thousand people. Who would
doubt that four thousand were fed by seven loaves and a few minnows,
again with a surplus.
Yes, who amOntatt us would doubt that miracles did occur, that events did
happen for which there was no scientific explanatioc ? But that was
two thousand years ago But what about today? Do miracles still occur?
Who would question this divine intervention Who would bellow
at these extraordinaries? It was God making wonderful.

Be Faithful,

Christian

a•;*4

11 a.m

Russells Chapel United
Sunday School.

Sugar Creek

Murray Christian
for v.,- oc 10 45a m

10 am.

Mornina Worship
...Sunday School

Salem Baptist
11 a.m
Morning Worship
1:15 p.m
Evening Worship

Morning worship
Evening worship

United171:°°°°11Pa0:::00
'.•

Temple 14111 United

Flint baptist

worship

Morning

41110.0,,I

Evening worship

West Murray
Morning W
Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

4A

Morning wors
GrU:S
hip
Terig"."' in

row tlease. IS there ivtil row hearl be also

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45a.m.
Evening Worship
5:00 p.m.

?er of the Brown
), the Cleveland
?untry Club, Midw York Athletic
nion Club.
is married to the
Anne Cooney of
inia. They have
and reside in
, Ohio.

Ky.

Morning""
Wors1
17
ip
1)v61111.C. 11 a.m.
Evening Worship

L[iULL
L Li
FAA

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
7 30r m

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Inc.

Church Of. Christ

An investment in Your Future

Scotts Grove
II 00 a m
Worship Service
Evening worship

Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Allied Rcidio Sktitk

AWED R4OWSH4CA

"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

A complete line of Electronic Component parts & Accessories
N. 12th Extended

tHi Hwy. OS at Aurcii
Phone 474.2202

Ph. 753-7100

•

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of fieiishes Salads Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service Open Sundays
Phone 753-2700

Hwy 641 North

•

Kentucky fried Ckicka
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th

Lovett
Distributing Co.

BOWLING AT ITS BEST -- FINE FOOD

•-•••

:C-:••
;..

JAS. D. CLOPTON

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Highest cash prices for
HEATING • SHEET METAL

AIR CONDITIONING

9.

fith at Chestnut

• .:-;•!.

Phone /53 4832

14

;:e

E.it Murray Bait Co

SALES AND SERVICP
WHIRLPOOL
TAPPAN

ADMIRAL

Phone 753-3037

111 South 12th

Air Conditioning

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop
MR. A MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
—Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
604 S. ilth

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE—MEMBER

FOic

SOO Main - Phone 753-3231

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing, Heatinq
Commercial and

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT I P M

PH

751 5334

Shirley Florist
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
MEMBER F.T.D.

Hogs bought daily
WOVI E. DODSON, OWNER

ses

N. 4th St.

7313251

Conditioning
Residential — Sales 8. Service

Repairs /1, Installation — Gas a Sewer
501 N 1th
Phone 753 6168

1011est Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

r-L-1
_

141/101.3TER

rateijirskscayict

The Businessman • Choice For Fine. Onntina

403 Maple St

Murray, Kentucky

National Hotel Building

641 Super Shell

REBUILT ENGINES . RADIATORS REPAIRED

FREE P1CK-UP AND DELIVERY

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

Open 6:00 a m. -Close 12:00

Ph. 753.4424

\

Bob's TV. Service

SERVING MURRAY A CALLOWAY COUNTY
SINCE 1950
—2-way Business Radio Installation a Service
—Aerotron. Sales a Service
Dixieland Center Chestnut St Ph. 753-5191

SALES. SERVICE & RENTALS
Typewriters . Adding Machines an
Calculators ,
115 So 4th
753-1763

Sholar's Auto Repair

Lynhurst Resort

—FRONT ENO ALIGNMENT

Col. and Mrs. Thomas Brown—Owners

MOTOR TUNE UPS
--AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
209 So 7th

n.

South 12th Street—Phone 753-9131
-

Pool Office Equipment & Suppli
I.........

%

.
Susie's Cafe

Murray Auto Parts

605 Maple St

Mayfield
247-1401

-

. FISH'', CHIPS
Peglegs - Fish & Chips
Treasure Chest
Eat in or carry out
South 12th • Murray - Ph. 753.5267

Phone 753-5012
Ow 7636707
753 0040

Murray
753-1323

Chicken

'
' ,"67./F.:7--,;1-11.?"'
6 '

Branch Office So. 12th & Story -753-6655

Murray Livestock Co.

and Air

MU.

Long John Silvcrs'

Phone 753 2497

8. Chestnut

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONE
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRIN
Insurance claim work. Free estimates
753-715
Hwy.641 5. (Hazel Hwy.)

- PIZZA- SPAGHETTI

Phone 753-2921

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

41110ALS42116

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 52.00 OR MORE
12th

Peoples Bank of Murray. Kia

••••*o'...

Phone 753-8181

Chestnut

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

Phone 753-7992

Points

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

Trenholm's Drive-In

Palace Drive-In
Five

Heating-commercial Refrigeration

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
907

SERVING FARM FAMILIES SINCE 1934
Industrial Road

121 W (Coldwater Rd 1 Ph 753 3164

Randy Thornton Service Co.

and soybeans

Phone 753-3734

Dunn TV & Appliance
.

Hwy

Holmes Ellis, Mgr.
E. W. Outland, Sup)
Phone 753-1220

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine
YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Saws, Parts, Service-Compete Boating Supplies

corn

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

RECAPPING

Air Shopping

Bel

GRAIN DIVISION

mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Road RI 1 Hardin, Hy 474-2266

Ph. 753-6685

umen

Storey s Food Giant

Tires-Batteries A Accessories
South 2nd St.-Murray, Ky.-753-3571

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.

DIV.

Hwy.94 - 1 Mi. E. Murray

Distributing Gulf Products

Phone 753 2202

1415 Main Street

Phone 753-1319

Master Tire Service, Inc.

'Rudy

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

GIFTS — UNIQUE NOVELTIES

PARTS & RENTAL
'7

Industrial Road

Call in Orders 753-7101

See the Old Country Store

.SALES . SERVICE
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

The Hitching Post

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
Stokes Tractor & implement Co.

Phone 436-2345 and 436-5376

753-1751
MI
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Legislators
would ease
a mendments

Crude oil output grows
by leaps and bounds
Editor's Note: This is the
second of a series of three
articles on the progress of
Communist China's industrial
production.

HONG KONG — No sector of
China's modern industry has
developed more rapidly or
dramatically over the last 21
years of Ccrnmunist rule than
that of the petroleum industry.
When the Communists came
to power in 1949, China's crude
oil production was a mere
120,000 metric tons. Today,
China claims its crude output
has reached the 20 million ton
level.
Although that is not a huge
volume when compared with
the production of the United
States (25 times that of China)
or Russia 15 times that of
present
the
China),
requirements of the mainland
are so small that Peking can
claim self-sufficiency in oil
production.
The major bottlenecks to the
more rapid development of the
country's petroleum industry
are insufficient pipelines and
other means of transporting
crude, and the lack of more
refineries, especially those
producing sophisticated oils,
lubricants and fuels.
China says that it is able to
produce every sort of
petroleum product required by
its economy — including
defense industries — but most
Western analysts doubt that
particular claim. They believe
there are some techniques and
processes the Chinese have yet
to master.
SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1886
One thing about China's
petroleum industry and its
development stands out: The
Chinese are extremely proud of
3rd & Maple Murray, Ky Phone 753-2411
what they have accomplished
and the fact they have reached
general self-sufficiency.
Peking frequently reminds
0 its people that Western
On Hwy. 121
Phone = geologists and petroleum experts once declared China an
(Mayfield Hwy.;
6753-5 78 7 oilless country.
Yet today it has more than
V . two billion tons of certified or
probable reserves. In addition,
there are an estimated eight
billion tons of oil shale. What
deposits lie in offshore areas
remains to be determined_
Although the Chinese do not
issue any official statistics on
their economy (the 20 million
ton production figure having
Company
been given by Chinese Premier
Chou En-lai in a private interview), they do from time to
time give hints of what
progress is being achieved.
8 to 5
Recently, for example.
Peking said that in 1970 output
Mon.
crude oil at its important
thru Sat. of
Taching field was 2Ls times
that of 1965. Refining capacity..
1 to 5
increased 170 per cent over the
period and the number of
Sunday
products turned out rose by _7_5
per cent.
The Chinese also seem eager
to prove that the trade embargo imposed by the United
States from 1950 until just
recently did not prevent China
from acquiring its needs, and in
I This is the beginning of the best Planting Season
fact forced Chinese scientists to
find their own solutions to
problems
of the year, while everything is dormant
For example, Peking says
the United States has a
We have a good selection of Top Quality
monopoly on a process to make
Plant Material, including all types of evergreen,
a catalyst called microspherical silica-alumina
! shrubbery, and trees.
needed in refining high-octane
gasoline. After much effort,
Especially good for planting at this time of
China has learned how to make
the catalyst without any help
the year are Shade, Fruit and Ornamental Trees.
from abroad.
The major treakthrough for
China's petroleum industry
came in 1960 when work began
on the huge oil field in Northeast China called Taching.
For some time China kept
v OAK v MAPLE v ASH
secret the location of the
4-- GUM v POPLAR ,LOCUST
Taching field. But it is now
widely known that the field lies
about 70 _miles northwest of
Harbin 'in
Heilungkiang
province, in the heart of
China's industrial area of
• • •
Manchuria and uncomfortably
close to the Soviet Union.
v BIRCH v DOGWOOD v CHERRY
The rapid development of
p..CRAB APPLE v PEACH v RED BUD
Taching enabled the Chinese to
halt nearly all oil imports after
1965
from $6.00
Taching is believed to account for one-third to one-half
of China's total crude
production. A huge refining
complex has been developed at
the field, and it is being exA. PLUM A/ PEACH i/ CHERRY
y APPLE ,
panded.,
Since the Communists took
3°$3.95
control of China, 48 new oil
Olds have been discovered
Many of them are relatively
small and tapping their
deposits would normally be
considered uneconomical.
The major fields today include Yumen oil field near
roma- it 4a1Mko -emak- o
Lanchow in Kansu province

the oldest petroleum base in
China), the Kararnai oil field in
Sinkiang province (the second
biggest field), the Tsaidarn
Basin oil fields in remote
Chinghai province, the Sheng
Li oil field in Shantung
province (discovered in the
mid-1960s) and the two oil shale
fields presently being worked
at Maoming in Kwantung
province and Fushun in
Liaoning province.
China has a number of small
refineries scattered throughout
the country. But the principal
ones remain those located near
the major oil fields.
The largest and most modern
refinery, with an annual
capacity of more than 21-2
million tons, is located at
Lanchow near Outer Mongolut.
Lanchow has developed over
the years into an important
industrial center and, among
other things, is the site of
China's huge gaseous diffusion
plant that produces U-235 for
the country's atomic weapons
program.

l'he Lanchow refinery
processes crude from the oil
fields in Western China,
namely Karamai, Yumen and
Tsaidahl.
Another major plant is the
one in Shanghai, which has a
refining capacity of well over
one million tons. Crude comes
principally from the Taching
field.
Shale oil refineries exist at
both Maorning and Fushun.

Joanne Woodward, a psychiatrist, pulls her patient,
li-leorge C. Scott,from trouble in their race around Manhattan
in search of an elusive adversary in the Universal-NewmanForeman picture in Technicolor, "They Might &Giants".
A comedy-drama, it was directed by Anthony Harvey,
produced by John Foreman, with screenplay by James
Goldman, based upon his play. Now showing thru Tuesday at
Salem Cinema 1.

ans enn.

MerrySounds
from
RCA.
Ik67keino.c)0/ve
a/o/9.0/0/6164
) o(Mee

Vffil

TERRIFIC BUY
RCA AM-FM CLOCK RADIO
Former Suggested List Price $99.95
NOW ONLY

Murray
Nursery

$58.88

I

a

As charming as an 18th century
timepiece. Electric clock has a
pendulum that actually swings
FM -AM radio is Solid State
throughout. Big 4 speaker.
Continuous tone control. AFC
for drift-free FM. Selected
hardwood veneers and solids
in Antigued Provincial
Frultwood finish.
Tr•O4tioo•I FM *Ii R.I. Clock
Mod& RIS61

•

RCA Portable Phonograph----AC or baftery
operation
Compact, easy-to-carry phono
plays all 331/3 and 45 rpm records.
Operates on batteries or house
power (batteries optional, extra).
Tone control. Solid slate—no tube
burn-out, no warm-up wait. The
ideal starter set for every youngster.

AM clock radio
wakes you to
music. Solid state
operation. Direct
drive tuning
Built-in antenna.

RCA Portable
Phono
AM Radio
Combination

Weal It20401
Model VPPle

S221S

liip-way anywhere- operation
TWO-speed turntable for 33',4 and
45-rpm records Solid state AM radio

$16"
Wake-up vaiuel Lowest priced RCA clock radio

4MEMMMIMmookr

.44'Av

Afi••. . 411
7.6

'8.00 od '12.00

RCA
Portable
8-Track
Stereo
Tape Player
•
In
IPortable stereo

FOR ACCENT

FOR FRUIT. . .

1915

2.95

j

Murray.

RCA FM AM Portable
plays on AC or batteries.

$29"
Great FM and AM
entertainer.
Slide-rule tuning. AFC
With batteries and
earphone.

unit for 8-track
tape cartridges
AC, DC or 12-volt
cigarette lighter
operation

ARD -ELKINS
il-itnta 753-1713

PHONE 753-1705

Paris, Tenn.

By Al
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FOR SHADE . . .

obstacles, their austere style of
living and their dedication to
building a modern and strong
China
"Learn from Taching" has
become a rallying cry
throughout the country..

The success of Taching and
China's petroleum industry as
a whole is having two immediate effects on other sectors of the economy . The
development of petrochetnica'
facilities is being speeded up
The importance of the oil and the reaching' of selfindustry to China's economic
development has been widely sufficiency in crude output
raises the possibility that China
publicized by the Chinese
may soon begin to export crude
leaders. The development of
oil.
the Taching field, in fact, has
The latter could well develop
become a symbol for national
into a new and significant
emulation.
source of foreign exchange
Workers in all other branches which China could use to buy
are
Chinese
industry
of
plants and machinery from
repeatedly told of the success abroad.
of Taching and are urged to
Both developments are thus
follow the style and example It likely to have an important
has set.
bearing on the more rapid
The virtues of the Taching development of China's other
Peking,
workers, as related by
modern indiztries.
are their selflessness, their
Next:
Motor
vehicle
perseverance agatnirtough
oductious.

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home

Free Landscape Design
and Estimate

Path'

RED CHINA INDUSTRY

IRepresentative
To Be In Paducah

The Small Business Administration's part-time office in
Paducah, Kentucky, located on
the first floor of the City Hall, will
FRANKFORT fUrli' A
be open on Thursday, December
legislative
subcommittee
2, from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
has asked for a bill drill(
that would
make KenPhone number is 442-3110.
tucky's constitution easier
A SCORE representative will
to amend
be available to give counseling
and advice to businessmen or
The bill ‘Aas requested
prospective
businessmen
by the amendments subdesiring his services. Also, he
committee and must now
will provide general information
he approved by the full
;cunt interim committee on
on SBA's financial assistance
elections and constitutional' programs.
amendments
In order to determine credit
and eligibility requirements for
IF PASSED by the legislature in its January sess:on, SBA loan programs, it is
suggested that the businessman
the bill would provide for a
bring with him a recent financial
vote in the November elecstatement or balance sheet of the
tion on calling a limited
convention
constitutional
business and a profit and loss
for changing the amend- statement for the previous full
ment process
year. This information pertains
Currently only two to established businesses.
amendments may be placed However, anyone interested in
on an election ballot and establishing a new business is
calls for constitutional con- encouraged to consult with this
ventions must have been representative as well as other
passed by two consecutive businessmen who are in need of
General Assemblies
financial advice or assistance.
IF AN amendment fails, it
If a chemical paint remover
may not appear on the bal- is to be used on vertical surlot again for five years.
faces, get the semipaste type.
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Pathfinder Will Be Put Into Orbit Soon
By AL. ROSSITER Jr.
UPI Space Writer
REDONDO BEACH, Calif.
UPI) —The U.S. space agency
plans to send a robot spacecraft
in three months on a risky, 22month pathfinding voyage
through
the
asteroid
belt
beyond Mars to the colossal
planet Jupiter.
It will be the first flight of a
spacecraft beyond Mars and
the space agency says the
mission in many respects is
much more ambitious challenging and complex than that of
Mariner 9 now orbiting Mars.
The Jupiter explorer, a
silvery spacecraft called Pioneer F, is now undergoing final
testing at the TRW Corp., plant
here and will be shipped to
Cape Kennedy next month for
final launch preparations.
It is scheduled to be launched
from the Florida spaceport
Feb. 27 by an Atlas-Centaur
rocket using a third stage for
the first time. Pioneer must be
accelerated to more than 32,000
miles per hour —a record —to
reach Jupiter 380 million miles
away.

her patient,
d Manhattan
al-NewmanBe Giants".
iny Harvey,
r• by James
Tuesday at

Pioneer is scheduled to fly
within 100,000 miles of the giant
planet around Christmas Day,
1973. It will photograph the
planet and possibly some of its
12 moons and perform a dozen
other experiments to answer
some of the many mysteries of
Jupiter and pave the way for
more advanced spacecraft to
follow later this decade and in
the 1980s.
"Pioneer is a very vital
precursor for all flights to
follow," said Robert S. Kraemer, director of planetary
programs for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
The spacecraft and a second
to follow in 1973 will be the first
to fly through the asteroid belt,
a ring of space debris orbiting
the sun for 180 million to 330
million miles out. The rock
chunks range in size from the
480 mile thick ceres to tiny
fragments.
"We think we can fly through
this belt without damage to the
spacecraft, but we don't know
for sure," Kraemer said.
Another potential hazard will

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

HAZEL CAE
and Try Out
--Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Country Hams and Steaks
All Kinds of Fresh Homemade P17.211
6 a.m. to 10 p.m 7 days a week
— J.C. GALL1MORE —

come when the 550-pound probe
reaches the potentially hazardous radiation belts around
Jupiter. Pioneer will fly into
the heart of them to measure
their intensity.
Pioneer will be so far away
when it reaches Jupiter, it will
take 45 minutes for its signals
to travel back to earth. That
means if the craft reports any
problems, it will take controllers on earth 90 minutes to do
anything about them.
"Needless to say with that
environment, the design of the
Pioneer F. And G spacecraft
has been a very challenging
one," said R. W. Holtzclaw, the
spacecraft systems manager
from
the
Ames Research
Center, Mountain View, Calif.

Hospital Report
November 22, 1971
ADULTS

108

NURSERY

9

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
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Wall Street
Chatter

12D

NEW YORK (UPI) —Prevailing uncertainties are likely to
keep the market under restraint for the time being,
according to Stanford & Poor's
Corp. The firm advises the
continued exercise of caution
while awaiting evidence of
progress in unraveling current
problems before adopting a
more positive stance.

PRICES
PLUS TOP VALUE STAMPS

DOUBLE TV STAMPS TUE ad WED

The technical picture has
brightened in one respect at
least —the market has again
moved into an oversold condition, observes E. F. Hutton &
Co. Inc. This does not mean
that it cannot get much more
oversold, as it has been at
times in recent weeks, but in
an oversold condition it is more
prone to rally, given only a
slight excuse," the firm says.
With so many stock groups
down severely, "Uncle Sam
once again won't be collecting
nearly as much in taxes as be
might have," notes Walston &
Co. Inc. The firm also says past
history shows stock prices often
go to silly extremes both on
the upside and the downside -and there may be too much
worrying these days.

Baby Girl French Mrs. Ruth
Willene French), Rt. 5, Murray,
Baby Girl Green (Mrs. Carolyn
Marie Green), Rt. 5, Murray,
Baby Boy Dugger (Mrs._Pataicia
Dugger ), Rt. 3, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Paula Kay Bowlin, Rt. 2,
Benton, Mrs. Janice Marilyn
AssociNewsome, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Fraser Management
ates calls for more economic
Barbara Sue Kinsey and Baby
stimulus, rather than less,
Girl, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs. Lillie
because inflationary expectaN.
4th,
Pogue Outland, 4107
tions have receded, there are
Murray, Horace Alexander
few or no shortages, and
Miller, 206 S. 11th, Murray, Mrs.
demand is relatively flat. Phalle
Rt.
6,
Arent,
Glenna May
II leadership needs to accentuMurray, Mrs. Essie Blakely
ate output, the firm adds.
(expired), Rt. 2, Murray.

ROUND
OR SWISS

U. S. D. A. CHOICE GRADE
Boneless
lb.
U. S. D. A. CHOICE GRADE
Boneless
lb
U. S. D. A. CHOICE GRADE

Round Steak

51 1$

K.C. Steak

Si"

Boston Roll Roast lb

99c

9

S D. A. CHOICE GRADE
Family Pak
6 to 10 lb.
S D. A. CHOICE GRADE
Whole or Half
Vac Poe
lb.
U. S. D. A. CHOICE BEEF

Cube Steak

$ 1 39

Swiss Steak

Rib Eye

$2"

English Roast

Chuck Steak

Rump Roast

ROAST 31 LOIN

10 in 14 end and
c•-nt.!, cut chops

lb

lb

Chopped Sirloin
GOOD FOR STEW!
Boiling Beef

lb

lb.

MEDIUM SIZE 3 to 5-1b. avg.

SLICED SELL( I

Beef liver

lb

69c

89c
99'
39c

Spare Ribs

39c Pork Shoulder

Pork Liver

FAMILY PAK

FROZEN PORK

Pig Tails
Neck Bones

PIES
Apple, Peach,

21

Cherry, Custard.
or Coconut
Custard
20-oz

lb.

lb.

25c Pork Sausage

lb.

$1 Pear Halves

Hi C Drinks J

fru' Cocktail
Golden Corn 5
KROGE
c1 ; 89c Catsup \
Green Beans 4:

COUTNRY OVEN
2-1b.
box
KROGER Smooth or Crunch

Fig Bars

Peanut Butter

Oak

with this coupon and $15.00 additional
purchase excluding tobacco (and fresh
or frozen milk products in Tennessee
stores). Good thru Nov. 30. Limit one.

TOP

toe

1-lb.
13-oz.
can

45c

1-lb.
can

29c Margarine

29'
69c

KROGER FROZEN CRINKLE—CUT
5-lt).
bas
EATMORE
1-1b.

Potatoes

4 pkgs.
32-oz.
-oz.
49, Tomato Juice 3 46
btl.
cans
EMERALD GREEN!

Asparagus Spears ela-inb 39' Palmolive Liquid
KROGER
1-1b.
Applesauce 5 cans
Green Beans
cans 89c
BUSH WHOLE

SOFT

BREAD
2
108
0-o
vezs $

14iiici
ss.

eddIMINITITI
FREE
TMITISTISTkliP.—r.....0..i

_.

one16-oz.btl.of
—0
.,
KROGER ITAL4AN
0: or 1000 ISLAND DRESSING
with the
a=
;1..T.; purchase of I bottle thru Tues.
ai Nov. 30. Limit one. Subject to
applicable state and local taxes
soave

liPPMINUNTWIIIM
BANQUET Chicken, Beef, or Turkey
Family
Size 36-oz.
DELTA FROZEN
lp0k-soz.
s
$1

49c Meat Pies

59' Strawberries
KRAFT SINGLES

BONUS COUPON
f OR EXTRA
TOP VAX DE STAMPS

50

Mexican Dinners ,!2-oz. 49' American Cheese' 49c
100

111
RED
GRAPES Mc

114 North Third St.

Ph. 443-6257

Convenient Terms

•

,

wrth 2
n Donuts
Countr
with
btl.
Vanill
xtraCt
Kr °r6e

Wit
Vsc Pec Coffee

sale

• $366

CALIFORNIA

Navel Oranges
I URA,SWEET

Tangerines

18
11

69c

3

50
50
50
50
25
25
50
25 eananes

12

Potatoes

FRESH CALIFORNI

CRISP, SNAPPY ,

1
2

ound -4
wit
, Or TOM
Chuck, Round or
Chopd Sirloin
b.!gs.9-reek fast\5
wit
or Centercut Pork Chops
with '7 pkgs. Fryer
a\\,
Breast Legs or Thighs
with 2 pkgs. Cut-up
Fry,na Chicken
-oz. or 12-or
opt
8
KrOoer Lunch Meat
with any pkg.
9
Sea Pak Seafood
with any 7 pkgs Vac Pac 10
Ham Slices
11
with 39c or more

25with 5-1b.

UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS CO.

Jonathan Apples

99
c

KROGER

KROGER CUr

PATIO Beef Enchiladas, Comb. or

Paducah, Kentucky

49c

EXTRA Top
Value Stamps

I

46-oz.
cans
KROGER Cream Style or Whole Kernel
$I
cans
Kroger Blue Lake Cut or French Style

3

The Carriage House

59c

irs

\ KROGER BARTLETT

ALL FLAVORS

jumbol
rolls

Reg. $447.50

49'

Steak
23c Pork
MARKET MADE

es.

TOWELS

Spoonfoot Extension Table, 45"x60"
x84", seats 8-10; 4 Fiddleback Duzbery Chairs.

lb.

3 to 5-lb.

ems

KLEENEX
COLORS OR DESIGNER

$420

59c

lb.

PIG FEET OR

FRUIT

Coffee

sale

lb.

WHOLE

TENDER, SLICED

vr*, ladt161411TitioRIMITMUMITittlifinfetenW4r.,

Tissue

4141
KIT
54" 6-drawer buffet and china tot,
(with matching veneer back.)

89,

PORK

PORK

DELSEY White, Colors or Prints
2 roll
Pkg.
SPOTLIGHT 3-lb. bag $1.99
1-lb

11
,F(AaAlActi

lb.

QUARTER SLICED

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

U S D. A CHOICE GRADE

Make this holiday the most hospitable
ever with Ethan Allen's sunny -Heirloom" dining room. In a glowing nutmeg brown finish on mellow Maple, this
magnificent setting offers more than
ample storage space and that extra
seating when you need it. Best of all,
you can enjoy all the easy-care beauty
of Heirloom now at special savings!
But come in now. You'll be proud of
this great value for years to come!
When you visit us, ask for your free
IV38 page decorating idea book, the
Ethan Allen Treasury.

U. S. D. A. CHOICE GRADE
bone8
in lb
U S. D A. CHOICE GRADE
Boneless
i 19
Shoulder lb
U. S. D, A. CHOICE GRADE
Boneless $ 109
lb.

.41b

Ground Chuck

arrio,2e House

3 WINGS
2 GIBLETS
3 LEG QUARTERS
3 BREAST QUARTERS

BONE IN lb

Hamburger

At these
special values,
why shouldn't
you entertain
in style!

FRYERS

STEAKINIP

COUNTRY CLUB ALL BEEF
3-lb
pkg.
EXTRA LEAN

Frem The

IT S INSPECTED
FAMILY PAK MIXED PARTS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE GRADE BEEF

Loccoli

2hrhs 69c
U. S. No
99c
99c Russet Potatoes 20
11
49' Pink Grapefruit 10, 99c

gpf with 3-lb.
AIM Onions
gpir with 2 heads
"*. Lettuce
aa
. +moth* pkg. of
slia Prunes

13
14
is

I' ig

1

1
toget
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Bob Conrad spurns
the conventional life

Sunday
School
Lesson

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- Robert Conrad, star of the new series
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
"The DA.," leads an unorthodox life even by Hollywood standards.
The former star of "The Wild, Wild West" is just as unconventional when it comes to discussing his off-center life style.
GOD BRINGS THE WORLD TO FULFILMENT
Whatever private life most stars manage ,to conceal is generally
at their option.
God has been at work in the accomplishment of His plan and
Conrad opts for candor.
purpose, and in due time there will be a glorious consummation of
He has been married to his wife Joan for about 20 years. But that which He began and has continued. He is now seeking 10
he chooses not to live with her. Joan is blonde and attractive.
make known to us His plan and purpose for us as individuals.
They have three offspring: Nancy, 19;Joan, 18; and Chris, 7.
Romans 8:18-2.4
The family lives on a 74-acre estate in the most esteemed
Paul lived victoriously in an evil environment, where persection of the San Fernando Valley. Joan designed the 4,000frequently experienced or observed.
square foot mansion which includes 11 roonis. There is also a secution and suffering were
confidence
implicit
had
He
an
in God's purpose, and a hope that
sparkling, large swimming pool on the prop7ty.
was steadfast and sure. Hope is a combination of desire, exConrad is largely absent though still married.
• Conrad keeps his own apartment not far from Universal pectation, patience, and joy. It implies a desire for some good,
Studios where his NBC-TV show is filmed. But even this is not which is future in its realization and enjoyment, attended with the
possibility of obtaining it.
home to him.
Living a victorious Christian life in Paul's day was extremely
Spiritual home
difficult
and dangerous. It subjected one to persecution and
His spiritual home is a 100-acre ranch in the tiny community
of Murphy, Calif., in the mother lode country northeast of San suffering. Paul readily acknowledged that suffering was unFrancisco. His quarters are rustic and without telephone and tele- pleasant and often without any justification, but he sought to
vision. It is, however, fitted with electriiity and indoor plumbing. inspire, encourage, and challenge Christian's who were suffering
"It's really just a retreat and a place to live when I'm not for Christ's sake to endure their hardships bravely and
courageously, inasmuch as their sufferings were so insignificant
working or making personal appearances," says Conrad.
in comparison to the glory that awaited them. As certainly as
Asked what he raised on the ranch, he replied: "Hell."
He runs a few head of horses on the property, claiming he suffering is a part of this present life for those who live in such a
keeps the equines in order to.use the grass as a tax deduction. manner as is pleasing to God, there is a glory which is yet to be
"I'm also building a shelter," he adds,"a tax shelter."
revealed in which faithful and obedient Christians will share.
One of the horses is "Superstar," the nag he rode in the west- What is in store for us is greater than anything we have ever
ern series. "I paid $5,000 for him out of nostalgia," Conrad known, and we are to wait for it confidently, patiently, and
says. "Actually he's worth only $500. But he seems happy to be longingly.
out to pasture."
According to verse twenty-two, the creature groans under the
Conrad is a physical fitness freak. He runs three to five miles weight of sin and without full knowledge of what the ultimate end
several days a week and until recently Was an avid boxer of con- is going to be. According to verse twenty-three, the Christian
siderable expertise.
groans within himself, not as a helpless sufferer, but as one who is
After a bout with professional Cisco Endrade, the doctor told awaiting the
complete redemption of V body in the resurrecthe actor to give up his avocation. Endrade tagged Conrad with
tion.
groans
The
of the Christian do notitways reach the ears of
a left hook thereby causing an eye hemorrhage. Although his
handsome features remain intact, Conrad has broken his nose men, but they do get God's attention. As David expressed it:
"Lord, my desire is before thee; and my groaning is not hid from
twice and suffered lacerations above both eyes in the ring.
When tile show is in production Conrad works from 7:30 a.m. thee !Psalm 38:9).
Salvation includes all the benefits of our redemptionso 7:30 p.m. He eats a skimpy breakfast, a moderate lunch and
remission of sins, justification, adoption, sanctification, and
iltips dinner.
glorification. All of our great triumphs which our faith expects
"Most people overeat," says the flat-bellied actor.
He wears an establishment wardrobe as a district attorney on have not materialized, but they will. Untill they do, we are
the show. Off-camera he tears around in sweatshirts, jeans and nourished and inspired by hope. Whereas fear is the frightful
boots.
waiting for something worse, hope is the anticipation of
On weekends when Conrad isn't on his ranch he can be found something better. It is wonderful to be indwelt and empowered by
ringside at the fights or in the crowd at the Los Angeles Coliseum the Holy Spirit during the Christian life on this earth, but it will be
cheering for the Rams football team.
far more wonderful to be indwelt and empowered by the Holy
• Helikes restaurants that serve spicy food, especially Italian. Spirit during the Christian life on this earth, but it will be far more
Mexican and Jewish dishes. "I'm of 100 per cent German extrac- wonderful when we become the actual persessors of all the
tion." Conrad concludes. "and I hate sauerkraut"
blessings which shall be ours when we acquire our glorified bodies
like unto the body of our Lord.
Revelation 11:15
The Christ of eternity became the Christ of history at
Bethlehem, and becomes the Christ of experience when we
receive Him as our personal Saviour, and enthrone Him as the
Lord of our lives. Fellowship with Christ, and with those who
truly love and follow Him,constitutes one of the greatest and most
glorious privileges which God gives to His child p. Fellowship
means knowing each other intimately, Impititt each other
devotedly,and doing things together and for each other.
Christ, Who was born in Bethlehem and crucified at Jerusalem,
has been crowned as the King of the heart and the Lord of the life
by millions of believers throughout the world during the centuries
that have passed into the tomb of time. We rejoice in the privilege
of participating with Christ in the accomplishment of the purpose
of the Father and in the doing of His blessed will. His presence
with us guarantees constant companionship, fullness of joy,
sufficiency in trial, and comfort in sorrow.
Revelation 11:15 is the announcement of the great and glorious
truth of the final triumph of Christ. This declaration from heaven
of the coming of the time when the kingdom of Christ shall
conquer the kingdoms of this world, righteousness shall triumph
over sin, and when the victorious Christ, Whose right it is to rule
and reign, will take the reins of government and will reign over all
the earth forever and ever, should cause us to praise Him and to
give Him our very best in service.

Ole Ky. Smoke House
708 Main Street
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Benton, Ky.

WE CUSTOM KILL AND SCALD HOGS

Were the only ones in this area
equipped to kill, process and country
cure pork.
We Can Smoke Your Country Hams,
Bacon and Jowl
We Also Kill and Process BEEF

We Carry a Full Line of
FRESH BEEF AND PORK
• COUNTRY HAMS 11.001b.
• WHOLE SIDES OF BACON 45 lb
•SLIGED BACON
Derined
60' lb.
50' lb
Rind On

• COUNTRY STYLE BACK BONE 50t lb
•TENDERLOIN
5 1.10 ib
• NECK BONES
• COUNTRY STYLE BULK SAUSAGE 60`1b.
•BEEF BY THE SIDE
Cut & Wrapped

65'1b

•HINDQUARTERS
Cut & Wrapped

T-BONES
• SIRLOINS
• CLUB STEAKS
• ROUND STEAK
• GROUND BEEF

IV

lb

'1.201b
99sib
8911b
891b
611b

No Color Added
*141if ABOVE PRICES ARE OUR REGULAR PRICES
WE USE NO
—WE PUT ON NO SPECIALS!
TENDERIZING AGENTS—WE GET TENDERNESS BY
SLAUGHTERING YOUNG, FAT ANIMALS!

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER
MURRAY, KY.

Open 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
MON.-THURS.
9 A.M.-10 P.M. Fri.-Sat
12:30-6 P.M. Sun.

SATURDAY

Americans are kicking "the
dry air habit"
They're doing it through the
growing use of portable humidifiers.
Al evidence of this growing
popularity are statistics which
show that annual sales of portable humidifiers have zoomed
from 60.000 in 1963-64 to 700,000
in 1970-71. Record Year
Officials of The Wet Bend
Company, No. 1 manufacturer
in the field, are predicting that
more than 800,000 portable humidifiers will be sold during the
1971-72 season.
Actually, humidifiers are following the same growth pattern
of air conditioners. The latter
have become so commonplace
that it is hard to remember how
we ever lived
without them.
Acceptance of the humidifier
is coming even faster. People
are recognizing they must have
proper humidication for optimum comfort during the heating season. Consequently they
are investing in humidifier equipment in greater numbers each
year.
The need for a humidifier in
the home stems from the fact
that modern heating systemsoperating full-time during the
winter season-rob the air of all
moisture, leaving the house dry

and its occupants uncomfortable.
Drier Than Sahara
Nature designed man's body
to function properly in air containing about 35 to 45 per cent
relative humidity. But the air in
many heated homes during the
winter contains only 13 per cent
relative humidity-an astounding 9 per cent drier than the
Sahara desert.
.
A humidifier restores the
needed moisture to the air.
adding to individual comfort
and, at the same time, reducing
heating costa.
Reduced heating costs -result
from the fact that a house heated
at 72 degrees with a relative humidity of 45 per cent is more
comfortable than a house heated
at 76 degrees with otgy 10 per
cent relative humidity.

URGES SCHOOL AID
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Sen.
Clifford P. Case, R-N.J.,
proposed today that $75 million
be added to the supplemental
appropriations bill to provide
funds to assist school districts
in educating children whose
parents live in low-income
housing.
Case said New Jersey would
be a major benefactor of such
legislation .
New Booklet Tells
He said the federal aid was
especially needed to help urban
Dry House Problems area schools which are
facing a
A free booklet entitled -The severe financial crisis
Problem of Winter Dry
. ..
and What To Do About Air
can Keach is winner
be obtained by writing It"
to
the
Home Comfort Department. The
West Bend Company. West • HOLLYWOOD(UPI) SitacN
Keach won first prize at the.
Bend, Wisconsin 53095
'The booklet explains static Golden Eagle Cine Festival for
electricity, why some humidity "The Repeater" which k.
Is needed in the
home and how wrote, produced, directed and
an automatic humidifier works.
starred in.
• •

Crossv
ACROSS
Time gone
High card
Containers
Winglike
Vehicle
e
A
narrm
ow

1
5
14
8
12
13

15 Girlss

6 to 11
DON'T MISS THIS FUN SALE! BARGAINS GALORE!

REMEMBER.. . . 6 to 11 SATURDAY NIGHT!
'or

MEN'S SHIRTS
Permanent Press
in Fashion Prints

2

41 (2u
1.1s
bbic
r.)

yiipe
written
44 aswri

Solid colors in fashion
shades.
Sizes 7-18
for

Compass
19 point
he
20 Strips
leather
21 Unit of
electrical
asurerni
27
23 Pronoun
25
29 Pale
Bac
padteorlioloi
wire

Keep
35
37 Speed
contest
38 Roman dat
40 Doctor of L

FLARE LEG JEAN

Reg. '3.47

Article
16 A
18 Spreads to

Wingtoote
33 church

BOYS

Cotton Polyester
Sizes S-M

42 Ocean
4$ Pronoun
53
0 Compare
58 River in
55
Arizona

Reg. '2.97

$5\

57
4 D
pe
atm
espt
5$ Had
reclined
60
58 Leave out
Guido s

LADIES GOWNS

PEANI
100% Acetate

rum bit

Waltz length,

LADIES PANTIES

trimmed in delicate lace

9gra
rumm bibi(

100% Acetate
Pastel colors and white. Sizes 5-10.

or applique.

Reg.
4/$1

77;

pr.

Shop

Looking
for
Really
Big
Bargains?

These &
Many,
Many
More

Shop
Roses
Moonlight
Sale

Fantastic

ROOM SIZE RUG
Long wearing tweed
fortified with 100%
back.

at

TI4E MANt
CURSE0
MAN MOZ
ABOUT YEI
;"

IT

Rose's
Moonlight
Sale!

THRIFT
MOTOR OIL

THE PI.

Buys

in 90% Vicose Rayon
Nylon Pile foam rubber

Reg.
14.88

Americans Kick Dry Air Habit

Portable Humidifier Sales
To Top 800,000 In '72

It is esur
as 2,500,000,
are sold eat

BEATLI

`.5
!
rsi e
40l
D `i

6 FT. SCOTCH PINE

Quart Size

Reg.
5/s1

CHRISTMAS TREE

SAVr

Lasts year after year
Real looking

KODACOLOR 126
FILM CARTRIDGE

NoiCi
I
_ I ALi)

Fire resistant.

12 Exposures

Reg.
s 1.17

Reg. '13.88

TO:

$883
STYRO CUPS
51 to Pkg.
Keeps drinks hot
or cold.

FLASHBACK RACE SET
v.,y4

A real exciting
race set!

I

AE

/7
7'
ts

'1300i
wEv

Fun for any age.

11
Reg. 14.96
Amdmemmosimmomitimsk

$2
94
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It is estimated that as many
as 2500.000,000 ice cream cones
are sold each year.

P.M.
RS.
'ri.-Sat
Sun.

Russians read more books per
capita than any other people m
the world.

Crossword Puzzle
1 Time gone by
5 High card
Containers
12 Winglike
13 Vehicle
14 Arrow
poison
15 Girl's
name
16 Article
18 Spreads for
drying
19 Compass
point
20 Strips of
leather
21 Unit of
electrical
measurement
23 Pronoun
25 Pale
27 Bacteriologist's
wire
29 Part of
church
33 Wing-footed
35 Keep
37 Speed
contest
38 Roman date
40 Doctor of Laws
(abbr.)
41 Music
as written
42 Ocean
44 Wipe out
48 Pronoun
so The sweetsoli

DAY
1]
1.

51 Compare
55 River in
Arizona
54 Detest
Damp
58 Had
reclined
so Leave out
6to Guido's high
• note
Otherwise

57

II

Proper Humidity In Home Next Week's TV
Means Lower Fuel Bills Juggling
Have you ever experienced

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

100-degree heat in Arizona? If
30000 0M033
you have, you know that it's
000MOM OMMMO0 really
not too uncomfortable be
330 MUM 03a1 cause of
the dry atmosphere.
OM 0120MMUO MO
It is possible for a home osvn00011M0 MD B000
er to cut his winter fuel bill 15
DOD 00 U000
to 20 per cent by reversing the
UMMMM0000
Arizona principle of dry air, acMOU0 WO 00M
to home comfort experts
MEM OU 012000 cording
The West Bend Company,
MM OMMOMORI OM of
major
manufacturer
of portable
Mae 33000 OMO
00M000 01210003 humidifiers.

LAJW's

ACRuSS

1 Gasp for
breath
2 Century plant
3 Sneeringly
derisive
4 Worthless
goods
5 Performs
6 Fondle
7 Before
8 Quote
9 Dye plant
10 Bird's home
11 Observes
17 Man's
nickname
22 Man's
nickname

8

'
1111111111,1511111111111111111111
11=111041111iiiiiii1111111111

In order for a person to feel
warm and comfortable in a house
with a relative humidity of 10
per cent, the house would have
to be heated to 76 degrees. The
same amount of warmth and
comfort can be achieved by increasing the relative humidity
to 45 per cent and cutting back
on the heat to 72 degrees.
Lower Fuel Bills
It follows that by maintaining
proper levels of humidity, a
home owner can reduce heating
costa and maintain comfort at a
lower temperature, thereby lowering his fuel bill.
The average heated home
without humidification of any

1111111M111611111116113° IN
gillMill11111315111•11111
11•111111KillUNE 1° IIIII
:§:i 11111iiiiii
111111111111Millitiiiii"
1111111111111111111PitiWINNE
11111111111011111111g MINIM
111•11ffiiiii 11111iiiiiAIM=
nc.

kind has a relative humidity of
13 per cent. This is about 9 per
cent drier than the Arizona
desert
Besides adding to the cost of
fuel bills, dry air pulls moisture
from the walls, causing plaster to
crack; and from furniture, causing it to come unglued. It also
robs moisture from people, giving them a dehydrated feeling,
and, surprisingly, making them
uncomtor..able despite pie.) room
temperature.
Word of Caution
Over-humidication for a pro-

laaf41313iruin
l
3.6

29
30
31
32
34
24 At this place
25 Armed conflict 36
26 A state (abbr.) 39
23 Prepare for
41
print
43

Near
Magnificent
Yellow ocher
Goal
Hebrew letter
Worm
Young lady
Weight of India
King of birds

Reverberation
Wander
One opposed
Let it stand
Girls name
Ancient district
in Greece
52 Rational
54 Reverence

44
45
46
47
49
51

Diatr. by t nited Feature Syndicate,

2w

PEANUTS
-

9rumble
rumble
grumble

BLONDIE
DAGWOOD BUMSTEAD, L'VE
BEEN MARRIEC> TO YOU .<
LONG ENOUGH 'TO KNOW
HOW YOU LIKE
YOUR
COFFEE

I DONT LIKE
IT THIS
WAY!

SLONOtE,
THE COFFEE
IS:TOO STRONG
THIS MORNING

5

VAAL

ese &
!any,

fit

5

weir

...-a 1
3
'

any

if

THE PHANTOM
THIS
P."

iore

THE RUINS OF THE
CURSED CITY THAT OLD

tas tic

longed period of time is equally
undesirable, however, because it
can cause damage to a house. If
condenastion forma on your windows, or in other areas of your
home during periods of extreme
cold, it is advisable to set the
humidistat at a lower level.
To avoid any possibility 01
over-humidification, West Bend
has developed automatic controls for its console-type portable humidifiers which automatically turn them on and off 20
that a constant pre-set humidity
is maintained throughout the

Act Begins As Networks
Struggle For Top Spot In Ratings

is "Brian's Song," true-life Gale Sayers and the late Brian Movies" screens 1970's "One
drama of friendship between Piccolo, backfield Stars of the More Train to Rob," starring
the week that the
professional Chicago Bears foot- George Peppard and Frances
(UPI)-i
firstroivess
are made in the usual midball team, that was ended to Nuyen in a story about a robber trying to retrieve his share
season shakeup of network proPiccolo's death from cancer.
gramming that eventually will
"Hawaii Five-0" is on CBS. of train holdup money after
see a number of the new shows
In the "Cannon" episode on leaving jail.
The CBS "Mission: Imposreplaced because they did not
CBS the detective probes the inhouse.
capture the public's attention.
explicable death of a salesgirl. sible" episode deals with a psychotic ex - convict deterNBC does the first juggling in
DEMARS IS FB CAPT.
WEDNESDAY
By LE
-ROY POPE
mind to wreak vengeance on.
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. UPI) "Ironside," "Sarge," "The FunNBC preempts "Adam 12" society
UPI Business Writer
ny
Side"
and
"James
of
Garner
as
Deniars
-Halfback Ted
NEW YORK ( UPI) -Protee, for a rerun of the Disney-r---Smithfield, R.I., the team's Nichols." New time slots or new
*
a hit pop music recordin special, "Winnie the Pooh
nights
for these.
leading ground gainer the last
,iom pirates is about as touga the Blustery Day," animat
ABC
repeats
its
1970
elected
"Santa
was
seasons,
two
Mini-Humidifier
a job as.the U.S. Mint has in version of the A.A. Milne chilMonday as Harvard's 99th Claus is Coming to Town" spedren's story about how Pooh
cial,
For A portments
CBS has a "Treasure Is- protecting its currency from
football captain.
Bear copes with a windstorm.
counterfeiters.
Demars, who gained 704 land" anirrated special and finThe
episode
"Mannix"
on
"Pirating and counterfeiting
A new mini-humidifier has
yards this season, scored 11 als of 0):: Miss Teenage Amerirecords is an easier way of CBS rescheduled from an ear- been developed for use in mobile
touchdowns and gained a total ca Pageant, and NBC has a
getting rich than making funny lier date, has the detective homes, small apartments, offices,
of 1,216 yards during the last major drama special, "All The
money," Adam Oliphant of Stax hired to find a runaway girl hotel and motel rooms.
Way
Home,"
and
an
unusual
The mini-humidifier, develtwo campaigns.
pro football scheduling on Sat- Record organization in Mem- only to be called off by her oped by The West Bend Comfather,
who
instituted
the
STUDENT FUNDS
phis
told
United
Press
Internapany,
is only 14 inches high, 91
/
4
urday afternoon.
inches deep and 2014 inches
LOS ANGELES (UPI) - Highlight details Nov. 28-Dec tional. He said retail pushers of search.
ABC's "The Man and the wide, yet it holds 2% gallons of
Students in the California State 4 All times
pirated discs and tapes can't
water.
EST):
City- episode is "The CrossCollege System now have the
make
as
much
as
dope
pushers
A
"windmill
waterwheel"
SUNDAY
Country
Man."
A
successful
option to channel some of their
picks up the water and disperses
"but
safer."
it's a lot
CBS National Football Conferit
into
the
room
as
fresh,
moist
businessman,
friend
of the may"activities fee" money into ence schedule:
Washington- In fact, until Congress enactor's, proves to be an escaped Uried air, eliminating the drybirth control counseling, vener- Philadelphia, St.
ed
the
musical
recording
ness that prevails during the
Louis-N.Y. Giconvict.
al disease testing and drug ants, San
winter heating season.
Francisco-N.Y. Jets' copyright statute this fall it
THURSDAY
The table-top humidifier evapabuse edtication
at 1; Atlanta-Minnesota, 1'47/ wasn't,en against the law.
Phyllis Diller, Tony Randall orates 3 gallons of water into
The board of trustees of the Orleans-Green Bay at 2.
"Tt4 tliw eventually will help
the atmosphere in 24 hours at
and Billy F,ckstine are guests 75°F and 30 per cent relative
19-campus system voted 12-3 NBC American
Football Con- us a lot," said Oliphant. "But
on Flip Wilson's NBC
Tuesday to allow use of student ference schedule:
there's
no
real
machinery
humidity. The unit retails for
as
Denver-Pitt"funds for "expanded health burgh, New
yet to enforce it and won't e "The CBS Thursday 'light under $30.
England-Buffa
Movies" screens 1968's
The
services
San Diego-Cincinnati at 1; Clev- for a spell. So we've got 641
Impossible Years," starring
eland-Houston at 2; Baltimore- protect ourselves."
And that's just what Stax is David Niven and Chad Everett
Oakland at 4.
in a generation - gap comedy
The CBS Sunday night movie doing. The company has hired
P security force of ex-FBI. about a psychiatrist.
I SOOTHED
rescreens Part 1 of 1965's
Barry Sullivan guest-stars in
A RUFFLED
According to humidifier exGreat Race," starring Jack agents to monitor its operation
"This Little Piggy Went to Mar- perts of The West Bend ComFEATHER:
Lemmon, Tony Curtis and Nat- from the start of the recording
quette" for ABC's "Longstreet". pany, a portable humidifier
alie Wood in a comedy about to the delivery of discs and
should be placed on the first
The investigator has a case in- floor
tapes
to
legitimate
retailers.
near a warm inside wall
an auto race from New York to
volving theft of "piggyback" facing the stairwell. It should
"We
now
have
a
company
Paris early in the century (secbe positioned at least six inches
security system patterned on trailers.
ond half Dec. 5).
from the wall to allow for propFRIDAY
that
of
Uncle
Sam's
Mint,"
•The FBI" on ABC has -Suer air circulation.
ABC repeats last season's anA humidifier placed on an upperstition Rock," dealing with Oliphant said.
imated musical "Santa Claus is stairs floor will not be as effecStax
is
a
target
of
the
pirates
the attempted murder of an Intive
since moist, warm air will
Coming
to Town," featuring
and counterfeiters because the
dian affairs agent.
voices of Fred Astaire, Mickey rise.
10-year
old
firm
has
some
hot
West Bend experts also point
The ABC Sunday night movie
RJoney, Keenan Wynn and out that a humidifier should not
screens "Earth II," science- recordings. Particularly imporJoan
Gardner.
placed against an outside wall
be
fiction adventure about estab- tant at the moment, Oliphant
"NBC World Premier Movie" since the temperature there is
said,
are
the
singles
and
album
lishment of an inhabited space
typical of the temperature .
screens "Desperate Mission," not
in the house as a whole. As 4i,
structure by the U. S. Players records of Isaac Hayes, who
starring
Ricardo
Montzi`an
as
composed and scored
the
result, it could throw off the.,
include Gary Lockwood, Anthosow idtrack for the
mo..c early California's le;endary automatic humidistat.
ny Franciosa and Gary Merri I
'Shaft" and appeared in the Robin Hood type of Jutlaw,
/•
MONDAY
Joaquin Murieta. He is hired
film singing the leading role.
"Gunsmoke" on CBS begins a
Clerprnall developed
Singles and the album from for a special mission but soon
three-parter," Gold Train- at 8.
Graham crackers
"Shaft" have sold several falls out with other outlaws and
Marshal Dillon is bushwhacked
million copies in the legitimate the man who hired him.
CHICAGO HRH - A clerand may die or be paralyze('
The CBS "O'Hara, United' gy man who devoted much of
inarket. Oliphant and the black
unless a bullet near his spine
C...pirc
singer, who also lives in States Treasury" episode has hi, life trying to develop a
can be removed. Meanwhile
Memphis, say they have proof the agent being threatened by dietary cure for alcoholism
bandits try to take an Army
the pirates have sold another townspeople who are beholden failed in that quest hut left us
gold shipment from a train.
million copies of the album at to the wealthy man whose in- something to go with our milk.
ABC's "NFL Monday Night
bargain prices, plus an untold come tax returns he is probing.
we CURSE
Graham crackers, according
Football" has the Chicago
SATURDAY
number of pirated copies of
WILL ENO WITH
to Encyclopaedia Britannica,
Miami game.
THE ARRIVAL
ABC's "Movie of the Week- were invented in 1829 by SylHayes' singles.
"NBC's Monday night movie
OF THE
Stax has a new Hayes album end" screens 'The Devil and Nester Graham, a ConnecticutSTRANGER -- has 1969's "Journey to the Far
called "Moses." "We've applied Miss Sarah," tale of legen- born
food
experimenter.
Side of the Sun" with Roy Tinour security setup to this dary outlaw who uses hypnosis Graham made crackers with onnes. Exploration of a newly disalbum's production and distri- to possess a woman's soul and silted flour a, part of his attack
covered planet that is in the
bution and we believe the thus escape justice. Gene on the intemperance problem
same orbit as earth.
pirates' take from it will be Barry, James Drury and Janice which he thought could be solvTUESDAY
ed by consumption of certain
drasticallyreduced,"Oliphant Rule star.
ABC's "Movie of the Week"
"NBC Saturday Nigh' at the foods.
said.
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Protecting Pop
Recording Is
A Tough Job

1

Place Humidifier
Along Inside Wall
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MAN MOZ TALKED
ABOUT YESTERDAY

uys

A STAR?
BUT ITS STILL
DAYLIGHT. NO-MOT A STAR-A COMET!

t

L
* Ledger & Times TV Schedule ler-Friday Evening *
CH 4
WSM

CH 3
WSIL

ie
'42
(t
v

6:30
7:00 Brady's
7:30 Patrtdge
8:00 Room 722
1:30 Odd Couple
9:00 Love Am
,10:00 News
10:30 Caved
12:00 Movie
Anderson

BEATLE BAILEY
\AM`1, AFTER THREE
DAYS x AswAys
TORN MY SHIRT
INSIDE OUT

JusT
SH! WHEN
DID YOU LAST
CHANEE *OUR
SHAT

NE

THI5
MORNING

CAPTAIN

6

30 Mayberr,,
7 GOD A
7 30 movie
930 Monty Nash
10 00 News

10 30 Tonight

7:00 Jerry Lewrs
7:30 Road Runner
8:00 Phantom
II:30 Jackson
9:00 Bewitched
9:30 Lodsville
10:00 CurlOsity
11:00 Quest
11:30 Lancelot
Game
12:00 Pre
12:15 Football
Game
2:45 Post
3:00 Football
Game
5:45 Post
6:00 Football
6:30 Welk
7:33 Movie
9:00 Persuaders
10:00 News
10.30 Movie

lEE
NANCY

83

HOLY.
SMOKE
-Nr

STOP SAYING
"HOLY SMOIKEu
---THAT SILLY
EX PRESSION
DOESN'T MAKE
SENSE

j

94

CH. 3

WSIL

7.30 Story
8'00 Phelps Bros.
8 15 Jerry Stoner
30 Oral Roberts
9.00 Reluc Drag.
9 10 Obl Deck
10 00 Bullwonkle
10130 Make Wish
11:00 Col. Ftbl
12:00 Directions
1:00 Matinee
300 Wrestling
4:00 Roller Derb
5,00 Col Ftbt
6:00 Wild Kong
6:30 Your Life
7:00 FBI
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:15 Movie

LIL' ABNER
TH lig ADS 0'
TI-4' THREE
NETWORKS

1

CH. 11
CH. 12
WDXR
KFVS
5,30 Murtsters
6:30 Sports
7'00 Teddy Bears 5:57 News
600 Movie
7:30 O'Hara
7:27 News
0:30 Movie
7:30 Theater 29
10:00 News
9:40 News
10:30 Movie
9:53 Harvey
12 10 News
10:00 Creat. Feat,
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

1111.01DN'T SAY
NOTHIN.

THEY
MERELY
KILT
THEMSE LFS-

WE NEEDS A
SUNMAN( RE-ActiSHUN"- LE'S SHOW
IT TO CHET

HOKITLEY-

*
1
°
W.Ff"
GOT OUT
JUST 114
TIME."

'BOUT MAH
NEW IN VEN-SHUN!!

Crsria'

7 00 Bugs
Bunny
Ag USA
7 30 Scooby
Doo
Digest
Farm
8 00 Globetrotters
Doolittle
Bunch
8 30 Bear
woodpecker
9:00 Pebbles
Dep
paws 9:30 Archie
Pink Pant
10:00 Sabrina
Barrier Reef 10:30 Josie
11:00 Monkees
Giant Step
Thera
1:30 You
10:30 Bugaloos
Pest.
2:00 Film
11:00 Auditions
Cent.
Com
1:00
,
.
Spa
12:00 Lost in
1:30 Report
1:00 Football
2:00 Roller Derby
2:00 Movie
J 's Collie
3:00
Brown
E
Jim
330
Beeves
4:00 Del
ow
9
4:30 Wilburn Bro. 5:00 Sports
5:00 Wagoner
C
T
or
30
music
5:30 Nash
6 00 Hee Haw
6:00 News
t.00 All In Fam.
Rollin'
4:30
7:30 Funny Face
7:00 Partners
Van Dyke
8:00
730 Good Life
II:30 Mary Moore
8:00 Movies
MISS/011 Imp.
9:00
10:00 News
News
10:30 Creat. Feat 10:00
10:30 Mason
12;00 Avengers
11 3(1 Move

6.25
6.55
7.00
7.30
8. 00
8 30
9 00
9,30

7 00 Stooges
7.00 RFD TV
Fencn 8 00 Phantom
7:30 Atop
8
30 Jackson
7:55 News
Dawq 9 00 Bewitched
8:00 Dep
Panth_r 9.30 LidSville
8:30 PM
10 00 curiosity
9:00 Bar Reef
it :00 Quest
9:30 Take Step
11:30 Lancelot
10:30 Bugaloos
Wizard
11:00
12:00 Bandstand
11:30 Jetsons
1230 Tarkington
1-00 Sports
12:00 Dool
zcker
2.30 NCAA Ftbl.
12:30 Woos.,
6 00 WL,a,
1:00 insight
7:00 NCAA Ftbl
1:30 Close-Up
2:00 Ky Afield
10:00 Thief
11:00 News
Movie
2:30
4:45 Phys Mutual 11 30 Movie
5:00 Wilburn Bro
8:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Wagoner
7:00 Movie
1000 Telthon

6.00 Sunrise
10 10 Theater
12:00 Death Valley
6.30 News
Man
7'00 Buc,
Bunny 12:30 Ultra
7.30 Sco. • y
Doo 12.57 News
8:00 Globetrotters 100 Dory
2:30 Monroes
830 Hair Bear
3:30 3 Lives
9:00 Pebbles
4,00 Theater
9:30 Archie
4: 30 Wrestling
1000 Sabrina
5:30 Music
10:30 Josie
6:00 Theater
11:00 Monkees
7.00
Star Trek
There
1130 You
1200 Film
Fest 7:57 News
1:00 Cartoon Thea 8.00 Movie
940 News
200
1;30
10:00 Adults Only
Report
10:30 Avengers
2:45 Glory Rd
11.30 Playboy
3:15 Movie
After Dark
5:00 News
12:27 Sports.
6:00 Hew Haw
7:00 All in Fam, 1230 Crest. Feat
7:30 Fun Face
COO Van Dyke
830 Mary moors
9.00 Mission Imp
10 00 News
10 30 Movie

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Sunday

_
0-1
4,
eocy .1,0•01

SET

CH. I
WSIX
6 30 Your Life
7 00 Brady's
7 30 Partridge
8.00 Room 222
8 30 Odd Couple
900 Love Am.
10.00 TakesThsef
11.00 News
11.30 Movie

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Saturday

COOKIE;

I LOST
A DIME
TODAY

CH. 5
CH. 6
WLAC
WPSD
6 30 Cr. Acres
f
6 30 Tell Truth
7 00 Teddy Bears 7 00 D. A.
7 30 Movie
7.30 O'Hara
9 30 Felony Sq
30 Movie
to oo News
1000 News
10 30 Tonight
10 30 Mason
11 30 Movie

4
WSM
7:05 Oigest
7:15 Report
7:30 Tomorrow
8:30 Discovery
9:00 Truth
9:30 The Life
1,0:00 Worship
10.30 Jetsons
11:00 Wizard
11 30 Press
1200 Football
3 00 Football
6 00 News
6 30 Disney
7 30 J Stewart
II 00 Bonanza
00 Bold Ones
10'00 News
10 30 Tonight

CH. 5
CH. 6
WLAC
WPSD
6 30 Sun Sem
7:00 Faith
7 00 Carl
Tipton 730 Jubilee
730 Jubilee
1:300 Devotion
8 00 Tom 8. Jerry,.
19:15 Hamilton
8 30 Goolres
:30 Truth
Unt
9 00 Lamp
10:00 Close-up
My Feet
9 30 Oral Robert 10:30 Pro Ftbl
10.00 Compassion 11:30 meet Pi es;
12:00 NFL Ftbl,
10
1130110
30 Nation
N
3:00 NFL
Ftbl 4-00 News Ftbl
4
3 00 B
T s
30 Disney
Island
land
7 30 J Stewart
00 40 Mtn
00 Bonanza
8 30 Parade
Bold One
8 30 Xmas Farad' 91000
00 News
Valley
930Bm
10 43 igov,
10 30 Movies
10 30 NOW%

CH.
WSIX
6 30 Worship
7 ao Gospel
7 30 Tomorrow
00 Bible
class
30 Stooges
9 30 Notre
Dame
10 30 Church
41 30 Pet Set
12:00 News Conf.
12:30 See: City
1:00 Bronco
'00 Wrestling
3 00 Anderson
3 30 Nanny & Prof
4 00 Movie
:00 Munson
6:30 Wild Kingdom
7:00 FBI
11.00 Movie
10 00 Bill
Battle
11:00 News
11:30 Football

CH. 12

KFVS

CH. 29
WDXR

6 00 Close up
7 30 Film
6 30 News
Music
0:00 Gos
7 00 Answer
830 Bible Bap
7 30 Truth
Temp
9:00 Bap
8 00 Tom 8, Jerry 10 00 Consultation
8 30 Goof es
10'30 Football
900 Special
11 30 Movie
9 30 Look Up
1-00 Outer Limits
10.00 Camera 3
2.00 Rodeo
10 30 Nation
3.00 Sea Hunt
ti 00 Lamp
Unto 3.30 Victory At Sea
4,00 High /1. Wild
1130 Football
4-00 T. Island
4:30 World
World
500 60 Mmn
5:00 Saint
6:00 Lassie
6.30 Movie
8:57 News
6:00 W. C Fields
8.30 Cade's Co
9 30 Forum
7:23 News
10:00 News
7:30 Cinema
9:40 News
10.30 Griffin
9::50 Sports
10:00 Showcase
11:57 sports
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Wife and kids tame
tiger Jack Leonard
By MIRA BORDERS
LAS VEGAS, Nev.(UPI) Jack E. Leonard, the over-upholstered stage and television
comedian whom friends de-

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.

Director
National Institute
of Mental Health
Animal Studies
Studies of animals are essential in basic research that can
lead to better understanding of
mental problems and to ways
to help the mentally ill.
Illustrating this is research
being conducted at the University of California at Santa Barbara with support from the Department of Health. Education,
and Welfare's National Institute
of Mental Health, Health Services and Mental Health Administration. The work is described
in SCIENCE, the scientific
journal of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science.
Sarah is one of the subjects
of the study. Sarah is about
nine years old, has a vocabulary
of 120 words, and can understand an eight-word sentence.
Most nine-year-olds are more
advanced than this in their communication skills. But Sarah is
a chimpanzee.
By studying how Sarah has
learned to "read", scientists will
be able to better understand and
treat the language problems of
psychotic children and adults
who have lost their use of language through stroke or accident.
After two years of training,
Sarah is now able to understand
many nouns, verbs, adjectives,
and phrases such as "is not the
same as."
She can also understand such
quantifying words as "all",
"none", and "some", and words
about color, shape, and mu,
such as "red", "yellow". and
"round".
Younger chimps are also being trained, and by studying the
processes by which they learn
language, the scientists believe
effective techniques can be developed to train mentally ill
children.
The researchers are now also
assessing the behavior of echolalic children (who repeat meaninglessly the words they hear)
and normal speaking but emotionally disturbed children. It
is then planned to teach language to the echolalic children
using some of the methods
learned from the animal studies.
In addition to its implications
for teaching language to children, the project is significant
in basic research because it permits the study of short-term
memory and other characteristics of the chimpanzee.

scribe as "a guy asking for a
mouthful of knuckles," leads a
Jekyll and Hyde life.
4'heri he is playing his act in
the hotels that line the neon-lit
Las Vegas Strip, or the night
clubs in New York, Chicago,
Miami and elsewhere, Jack E.
Leonard "attacks" his audiences. He opens his show with
a sneer,-OpponenbC and then
goes on to achieve the improbable joining of obnoxiousness
and humor.
He's been doing the same
routine since long before the
advent of the 'Charleston"
dance craze,at which he was an
expert, and he hasn't been
seriously slugged yet, which
proves Leonard has it down to
a science or people like to pay
money to be insulted.
Don Rickles, who operates
in the same manner as Leonard,
has the same problem-do or
say anything you want to
people as long as it's funny.
However, when Leonard returnt. to the home he recently
purchased in Las Vegas, he is a
Lame pussycat for his beauteous
wife, Gladys, and her daughters
by a previous marriage, Brenda
8, Wanda 9, and Linda, 6.
The lecalards were married
here inianuary, 1970, after the
death of the lady to whom
he had been married 30 years.
At first the family tried living
in New York, then settled in
1.418 Vegas.
"Since Jack works here so
much, this is a wonderful place
for us to live," his wife said.
"It may not be the perfect
place, but, then, does such a
place exist?"
Leonard, who can't shut up
in a club or casino or on a television talk show, does shut up
at home. He, too, listens when
his wife speaks.
"In one big respect," she
said, "Jack finds advantages
in Las Vegas, aside from the
fact that he works here so
much. He loves being able to
visit with his many show business friends as they play in
town. Many,in fact, are settling
here, too.
"I am sure that he does
sometimes miss the 'beat' of the
big cities, but the girls and I
found this to our liking and it
is a credit to him that he shares
our pleasure. Happiness is where
you Make it and we are happy
here.Queenly setting
HOLLYWOOD(UPI)- Producer Irwin Allen will use the
80,000-ton Queen Mary as one
of the settings for his "The
Poseidon Adventure" for 20th
Century'For.
Brando's next
HOLLYWOOD(UPI)- Marlon Brand° heads for Paramount and the starring role in
-Child's Play" to be filmed
on location in Tarrytown. N.Y.
with Sidney Lumet directing.
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CHRISTMAS DREAMS BEGIN WITH TOYS FROM BIG K!
Priso
(Coat

Alltft

,

BABY CARRIE IN
3 IN 1 SEAT

NFL Electric Football Game

16" baby doll with cloth body.
She has moving eyes and a pixie
hair style. She crys Ma-ma.
Assorted dresses.

—7g
%••••

Vukcevich

were take
who reft
auditoriun
oner arc
"injustice:
penitential
150 H
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supported
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however,
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other host
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other, at
In the deal
11, guards.

ERTL SERIES 8000
FORD TRACTOR

JUMBO BIG HAUL
DUMP TRUCK

666

4"

A rugged truck that features the extra
strength of heavy gouge automobile
steel construction; carries a big load,
but has the smooth balanced action for
raising and dumping with ease.

1940cs

:

The largest, most rugged and impressive, metal toy tractor has real front
end steering; knee -action wide front
wheel movement; exhaust stack; pulls
its companion, the large Ford Barge
Wagon and other implements.

KITCHEN APPLIANCE SET
The original "Rite Hite" kitchen consistinc
of stove, refrigerator and sink for stand-up
play by the "Little Homemaker". Features:
Heavy gauge steel in avocado enamel with
plated trim, modern handles, window in oven
door, control knobs turn, running water in

sink, 2 storage‘shelves on -rower refrigerator door, and double basin sink.

MIGHTY TONKA LOADER

833

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
PARKER BROS.

Monopoly

88

USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT
CARD

Fro

By United
RAHWAI.
Alexander,
committee
ham T. Ca
discussing
ing the pi
Rahway St
"There v
any sort
inmates."

WOODIJI
spokesmai
search foi
parachuted
$200,000 rat
"If he is
dig him o
somehow."

one heck

Close 'N Play Phonograph
No needle to set, no scratched records...Child
doesn't touch needle...Mom doesn't change records.
So easy-child puts on a 45 rpm record, switches on,
closes lid--it plays automatically. Tone arm sets and
resets itself each time lid is closed.

KENNERS SSP CARS

1

91
REG. 2.47

The speed is in Kenner's revolPower
Gyro-Wheel
utionary
System. No motor, no batteries,
no push, no track. The world's
fastest big racers.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Acres of Free Parking

Qu
N

WASHIN1
Departmel
mg on whi
million Doc
whale mes
eury that I
pet food u
used for fe
"They're

Young road-builders will get a big
kick out of this authentic looking
new construction vehicle.

REG. 4.88

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 SOnday

REFRIGERATOR 1188

MIGHTY TONKA ROLLER

NO EXTRA
CHARGE FOR
LAYAWAY!,
Parker
Brother', rqii
estate game. 2 to 6 players.This game will bring
hours of fun to the whole
family.

STOVE
OR
SINK

733

Tough steel reproduction of actual
loading equipment; Lever, with or-hale room for boy's hand, operates
bucket which scoops, raises for
hauling and unloads.

Keys Keel, Office Manaver
Phone 753 5602
4th Street
North
305

457

18" drink and wet doll with
bottle, fully jointed, moving eyes,
rooted pixie hair, dressed in
different outfits. Doll seated in
3-in-1 plastic seat.

BASSET- HOUSE
it
ACRES
GREE

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

BUNDLE OF JOY
DOLL

44 457

Stage your own NFL football gaives voth this new
improved electric model. Realistic three-dimensional players, automatic timer, quarterbacks that
pass, kick, run and fumble footballs. Your choice
of regional teams.

See The New Purple

We lend money to farmers and ranchers
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do ,Theu decide who is really going
to run our operation
It's a great arrangement We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need— and use ---our service So_ we
know all about their special money needs
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses
-3 And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income
Talk over your money needs— any season of the year —with a seasoned money
oro• the man at PCA
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Wild Grapes Are Still
In Abundance In Nation

Four File World News In
For Seat
In Sixth

Brief ... Death Claims Rufus Garland
Mrs. Boyd At
Hospital Here

By United Press International
SAIGON-The first major
encounter of the fresh allied
drive to wreck guerrilla sanctuaries in Cambodia is under
way today, backed by U.S.
helicopter gunships. A UPI
correspondent said the Viet
Cong bombed a hilltop base
eight miles inside Vietnam with
150 mortar shells Thursday
night. The enemy followed up
the mortar fire with a ground
assault, and fighting blazed all
throughout the night.

Mayfield
Dies Wednesday Woman Dies
In Crash

Governor William T. Cahill of
New Jersey is resolved to meet
Funeral services for Rufus R.
the prisoners' demand that
Garland, brother of three local
there be no reprisals, and he
LEXINGTON, KY.-When the along almost any back country
men, are being held today at two
added he will begin immediate Mrs.
first Europeans, the Norse road this fall offers convincing
MAYFIELD, Ky., Nov. 25 Gertrude Boyd of Sedalia p.m. at the Kennedy Funeral
proof
of
this
statement.
consideration
of their other Route One succumbed WedVoyages, first set foot on North
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nomical too. Car buyers like to
shop LEDGER WANT
ADS because the selection there
is so big
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And this holds true on anything else you have to sell....
whether it's a car, or a house or a farm. Be a regular
user of LEDGER WANT ADS and get consistent results. Dial 754-1916 and let LEDGER WANT ADS go to
work for you. They get fast results.
And when they find what they want, watch out. They
pounce on a good buy.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PRE
THA NKSGI VING

S

E!!
SUITS

Narrow 1,epel
All Wool Straight Leg
Values up to '100.00
NOW $3n00 DIUS
alterations
up
Values
to '60.00
NOW $1 COO plus
alterations
.1

SPORT COATS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

POP, CLASSICAL fic Country
ORGAN, YAMAHA Combo. Call records. Regularly $4.00 to $8.00
N27C album, $2.00 each. Singles $.50
753-2290.
N29C
each. Phone 753-4908.
SPECIAL PRICE on AKC Toy
Poodle puppies. Some rare ones,
black and white, one white. Seven
weeks old. Dewormed. Price only
$55.00. Phone 753-4469 after 6:00
D1C
p.m.

THREE SIZES of moulding for
picture frames. Murray Lumber
ITC
Company.

CREOSOTED POLES for pole
barn construction, utility poles
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
TWO BEDROOM 10'x55' New Kentucky.
ITC
Moon 1965 mobile home. Very
nice. Also two fireproof safes.. ONE HUNDRED head feeder
Apartment size Frigidaire range. pigs,50 lbs. and up. $10.00 and up.
Phone Hale's Lock Shop, 753- Phone 753-6940.
N29C
N27C
5980.
SET OF 6 hole 15" chrome wheels
for Chevrolet truck. New. Phone
N27C
753-8428.

Straight Leg
Wool
Values up to '28.00
$500 pr. plus
alterations

PANTS

TWO OLD timey rockers, newly
upholstered and refinished. Good
condition Phone 753-4511 or 492N27C
8296after 4:00p.m.

CLAY POTS
up to 14"

School Is
OUT

Shirley
Garden Center
500 N. 4th

Plenty of Free Parking

1953 FORD PICKUP truck, good
condition. One Winchester 12
gauge automatic shotgun, ribbed
28" modified barrel. Been shot
four times. One pair Beagle dogs.
trained and ready to run. Phone
753-1277 days or 753-5175 nights or
see Rudy Bailey at Rudy's Body
N29C
Shop.

Open

MAKE BEATEN down carpet
nap at doorways bright and fluffy
again with Blue Lustre. Big
N27C
K.

Murray, Ky.
MSU Library
Across From
8:00 a.m. -8:00 p.m. Weekdays
Open
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
PHONE 753-3242

Saturday

NEW
SHIPMENT sfri
• DOUBLE KNIT SUlis •
• DOUBLE KNIT PANTS •
• SHIRTS • SOLIDS-STRIPES •
ALL SELECTIONS
• SHOES by Bostonian & Jarman

School Is OUT

Shop for Christmas
at The

Hitching Post

ttetteettettteette;
WARD IN
to MONTGOMERY Main,
Murray
CATALOG AGENCY 304
Hes Limited Supply of

CHRISTMAS CATALOGS
(ft New

Owner Invites You To Come In t ;
and Pick One Up
torlitkuittliolittlittttceittrttIO,
We're repaving our

HELP WANTED
lot.

Back entrance best bet

TRIANGLE INN

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

THE COLLEGE SHOP

North 15th Street Murray, Ky. Phone 753-3242 .
Across from MSU Library
Open 8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Weekdays
Saturday Open 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Services, Box 213, Murray, Ky., CM
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarTFC
mington, Kentucky.

Call . . .

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
and 7:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your :cute
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
listed

We are pleased to
annunce our new
SMORGASBORD
in a brand new addition
to the Avalon Restaurant,
Paris, Tenn.
HOURS 11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Hwy. 79 E. in Paris.
"wok

NICE LITTLE breakfast set with
in Aurora, Ky.
four chairs, antique oak dresser,
nice plain electric stove, end and
of drawers,
MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low
12x50 FULLY CARPETED, 10'x50' COLONIAL MOBILE coffee tables, chest
Phone 435rates. Broad coverage. Excellent
$1250.00. Lots of real nice quality home, 1964, fully furnished with cheap bedroom suite.
N26C
service. When you see the
evenings
claim
4042
bile homes on lot. Special 1972 washer and dryer. Clean, exSTOCKING STUFFERS BALDWIN PIANOS and organs don't think of Insurance, but
ee bedroom double wide, only cellent condition. Phone 474for rent or sale. Rent applies to when you think of Insurance see
. Financing available on lot. 2320.
D3C
CANDLES & RINGS
Piano me. Harding Galloway, Galloway
purchase. Lonardo
e trade for anything of value.
11.00 OFF on ALL
Free Gift Wrapping
Company, across from Post Insurance and Real Estate
's Mobile Homes, 3900 South FRIGIDAIRE APARTMENT
D2C
N26C Agency Phone 753-5842.
Office, Par;5 Tpnnessee
ltine Highway,- Paducah, size refrigerator, avocado, exWeekdays
5
to
9
Open
Kentucky. Phone 443-6150. D3C cellent condition. Also Allis
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
pen at Noon on Sunda
Chalmers all terrain vehicle
Dixieland Center
SPOTS before your eyes-on your Phone 753-4183 daytime, or 753new carpet-remove them with 8824 nights.
N26C
. 10'x55'
MARLETTE, two
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
SERVICE STATION located
bedroom trailer. Fully carpeted,
diampooer. Murray Home & CHICKENS, DUCKS, Bantams, Coldwater, Will sell
'or Lease,
call 753-5226.
D7C
N27C Pigeons, fancy and old time Fully Equipped. Call 489Auto Store.
N3OP
favorites. Large selection. =15.
SL1NGERLAND
MARCHING
S1 25
SHOW CASE, a real antique. Hubert Alexander, 3 miles south
snare drum with stand, $30.00.
About seven feet long, glass all Sedalia, 328-8563.
new
bicycle
3
GIRL'S
SPEED
N29P
N29C
around the front, sides and top
Call 492,8569.
N26P Phone 753-6057
Closed in back with sliding
Hazel
For Sale
wooden doors. Best offer. See at CLEAN CARPETS the save and 1968 CHEVROLET V8, one
7:3491;3
Dodge Pick-up 6 cylinder
Hwy.
Ledger and Times. Also have safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent owner, extra clean, practically 1965
Good clean truck. Original
new
el.
electric
shampooer
four modern display islands
owner
all new tires. Traction tread on
Ford 1 ton new VI MOW,
made of metal in green abd white Western Auto, Home of "The rear, heavy duty front and rear 1952
12 foot stake bed. All
factory,
CARPORT SALE, Saturday,
N27C springs, heavy duty midwest
r,ith adjustable shelves. N3ONC Wishing Well."
tiLes
new
Firestone
Most November 27,1I00 am.to 5.
mile's.
1200
Guaranteed
grain bed, radio, 22 ton hoist, 2
see to believe Botti-leUCIS ,P.iii:, 707 FairLsne DriVe. Clothes;
FARMERS MARKET
MANUALLY operated cash speed axle. Phone Farmington
reduced to sell
ONE
small items,one new.wig. N26C
life
of
ONE of the finer things
ailbrey's
register, 6 keys. Priced very 345-2225 days or 345-2681 nighthas moved back to HighBlue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent
Ph. 753 5617
N26C 210 Main
reasonable. Phone 753-4888 after S.
way 94 East near Ken Lake
after 5 00 753-1257
electric shampooer $1. Begley's
N26C
4:00p.m.
°tel.
ANYTIME
BREAKFAST
N27C
Drug Store.
CLOCK.
GRANDFATHER
REAL
p.m.
11
to
ESTATE
FOR
a.m.
SALE
5
English walnut, lovely painted
All Kinds of Big Bargains
dial. Needs cleaning and adINN
TRIANGLE
justment. First $180.00. Phone SMALL FARM: good location;
Apples $2.50 per bushel
7534953
N26C business or future investment. Hazel Rd
753-7683 after 5:00 p.m.
One mile East Murray, a.
Eggs-Large, 3 doz. $1.00
proximately 10 acres pasture. SHOP DOWNTOWN Murray
! A SELLOUT ON MANY Hog wire fencing, stables, water Saturday, while your children see Small 4 doz. $1.00
Cozy older 7 room house, modern. the FREE movie at the Capri.
Good Russett Potatoes
For appointment call 436*
Tickets are Free from par(make perfect gifts
20 lbs. 59 cents
TFC ticipating stores.
2173.
N27C

GIFTS FOR
EVERYONE!

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

Miss Your Paper

SHOP
COLLEGE
THE North
15th Street

000

0000000 0000000000 000000000

FIREWOOD, DELIVERED in
Murray, $10.00 a rick. Black FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
locust fence posts, $:50 each. Few installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
sweet potatoes, $2.00 per bushel.
Phone J. C. Russell, 436If You
N29C
2149.

BLACKTOP SEALER, 5 gallons
for $5.75. Murray Lumber
WEIMARANER PUPPIES, AICC Company.
1TC
N30C
litter. Phone 753,4647.

C1
753-1916
•

BURGER QUEEN accepting ;
ernployment applications. Apply
at the Burger Queen, 12th and
Chestnut between 12:00 and 2:00.
N27C
p.m.

AUTOS FOR SALE
1955 CROWN VICTORIA Ford. AVON GIFTS for Christmas are
Good condition. Original interior. A joy to receive, an even greater
Must see to appreciate. Phone joy to sell. For full information
492-8688. • -wenN27C call: after? p.m.
or write Mrs Janet Kuruck
1966 OPEL SPORT Coupe. Manager Rt. 2, Box 136A,
Beautiful car. Excellent
N27C4
Princeton, Ky.
dition. $675.00.Phone 753N27C
8124
WANTED: BABY-SI ITIuR in my
1964 DODGE POLARA four door home 5 days a week from 6:30
sedan. Bought new in Murray. a.m. till 4:00 p.m. starting
Well equipped. In excellent December 1. Phone 753-8921 N26C•
condition. Phone 753-3202. N27C
1965 PONTIAC FOUR doo FULL OR part time openings foe
hardtop, power steering, power ladies. Enjoy excellent earningst
brakes, factory air. Exsellent in time for Christmas. For in-f
tires. Good condition. Phone 753- terview appointment phone 753-,
N30CeD2C 1711 after 4:00 p.m.
4445.
s
SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

1/1011a6
Are Plf61061

Lot Yo:ir Home
110.Cortt
V-41°

joirrit

MACHOS
Cam Germs

LPs

COMPLETE

FISH DINNER SPECIAL

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . . . Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite

* FRIDAY *

TRIANGLE INN

4ORDOWS

*y.*****************************
*** POINSETTIAS **t
Long Lasting Variety
*
*
*
* N,1/0
,..,-.. ,.
*

* OetilV*
•
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

**
**

•,,,,}•‘!.s/P-t- ii 1
,
4# - *
/0,
GUARANTEED 0/
*
_- - ,-

.,
TO BLOOM
at,--...,
...-Ty
CHRISTMAS
THRU
i:L
c......
‘
does
it
reason
any
for
If
not, just bring your plant in and it will
be replaced free of charge.

ORDER EARLY
THEY WILL LAST

***
*

*
*
*
*

THOUSANDS TO CHOOSE FROM!

v*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
We raise our own
*
*
NOT SHIPPED IN 1
*
Most beautiful Poinsettias
*
*
we have ever had! All sizes. *
*
*

***
*
*
*

**
SHIRLEY FLORIST
*
753 3251

502 N 4th

OR-

for Christmas)
LOW PRICES!
Also be sure and see our
CANDLE, HOLDERS
and RINGS
Phone 753-3796
516 South 11th Street
at

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* CHROME TABLE and six chairs,
* also sofa and chair. Phone 753N26C
5472.
*
*

*
*

*
*

HANDCRAFT ITEMS

*
*
*
*
*

* SHIRLEY GREENHOUSES *

753-8944
500 N. 4th
*
*
***************************0

FOR RENT

THREE BEDROOM brick, 11,4
baths, carpeted throughout.
Carport and fenced in back yard.
Financing available to right
party. Phone 753-4516 after 5:00
D1C
p.m.
ALMOST NEW two bedroom
house with carport. All paneled,
hardwood floors, located five
minutes from Murray in Stella.
Will finance to right party. Phone
N26NC
489-2595.

SPECIAL GUEST
STAR

SUSAN HALE
Folk Singer &
Guitarist with
Joe Doran
and company
Saturday only,
5:30 to 8:30 p.m.

TRIANGLE INN
LADIES!! WHAT is Santa giving
you for christmas1 He can't
bring you a new figure, but
Shapemakers can. Call 753D30C
2962
-

NEW TWO bedroom duplex
NICE FURNISHED apartment, apartment, central heat and air,
electric heat. Phone 753wall to wall carpeting. Low down
N27C payment with assumable loan.
6044.
Phone 753-2384 or 753-1585. D1C
THREE BEDROOM house; den,
Joe Doran and
central heat and air, carpet, LOT IN Kingswood Subdivision.
drapes, 11,2 baths, dishwasher. or will trade for anything. Phone
Company sing.
DI('
Kingsvrood Subdivision. Phone 753-4516 after 5:00 p.m.
Friday & Sat. Evening
753-7337 days,or 489-2455
5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
N27C
nights.
TO
BUY
WANT
TRIANGLE INN
bath,
FIVE ROOM farm house,
WANT ID BUY full blooded
LOST & FOUND
full basement, shady lawn, Collie puppy, preferably 6 to 12
garden spot available. Located weeks old for child's Christmas TWO
Coon Hounds,
FtEDBONE
on paved road three miles east of present. Phone 753-5141.
N26C lost in Irvin Cobb and Pottertown
N27
Murray. Phone 753-1865.
Road community. If found phone
D2C
*ANT TO BUY; logs and 474-2312.
NEW TWO bedroom, all electric standing timber. Also have for
LOST: DALMATIAN male
trailer. Has carpet throughout. sale lumber and sawdust.
puppy, lost in vicinity of Doran
Located on private lot. Phone 492- Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co Road and new Murray High
N29C Phone 753-4147.
TEl
9785.
N29C
School. Phone 753-8280.

Country Sorghum. Buy I
bucket for 21.49 get second
bucket for $1.00
We also have a big variety
oranges,
Florida
of
tangerines and grapefruits.
We have the best paper
shell pecans-New crop
from Georgia. We also
have a big selection of
nursery stock and if there's
something we don't have,
we will get it for you.
There are many more
items not mentioned so
come out and look around.

GORDON'S
FARMERS
MARKET

and

100

Pest Control

S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 1534914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and-Operated Over--20-Yeew
licensed -try State of Kentucky
-r Member Chamber of Commerce
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
FOR RENT
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
TWO bedroom duplex, mu,
.topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or NEW
INC to wall carpet with central heat
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone
TFC
FOR ALL your home additions, 753-7850.
alterations, remodeling, etc.
BEDROOM house, 204
THREE
Free Estimates.Phone 753Robert.
TFC North 12th Street. Contact
6123.
H.,Hopkins at 753-5422 or 753N26C,
5833.
CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone ONE BEDROOM apartments.
'
N3OP close to University. $65.00 per;
489-2295.
N26C
month. Phone 7534910.
BACKHOE OR dozer services.
Expert work. Reasonable. Phone TRAILERS, ONE 2 bedroom;
TFC
753-9807.
$45.00 per month. One 1 bedroom,.
$35.00 per month. Phone 4892595.
N26NC
4" Plastic Wells
AYLOR WELL
DRILLING
Phone Puryear, Tenn.
247-5556
Complete Well
Service

UNFURNISHED FOUR moil
house with bath. $35.00 pe
month. Phone Thweatt Service
N261
Station,753-2720.

UNFURNISHED HOUSE with
one kingsize bedroom, bath an4
utility in Kirksey. $40.00 per
month. Phone 489-2553.
N300
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753trailer, carTFC TWO BEDROOM
5933.
peted, electric heat, air con-,
ditioned. Must have references.
INTERIOR PAINTING and wall See Brandon Dill at Dill's Traile
papering. Phone 753-3163, ask for Court after 5:00 p.m.,
N27(11
N3OP
Bill.
FIVE itoom house, gas heat,
WILL DO Interior Painting. miles out on old Murray
D7C Highway. Small family
Phone 753-3484.
Phone 498-8748.
FOR RENT
THREE ROOM unfurnishei
Elrq
FURNISHED apart- apartment, duplex, at 509
NEW
ment, built-in kitchen, dining Street. Phone 753-1573.
area, living room,one bedroom,
three closets, bath and hall. TWO BEDROOM mobile home.
Carpeted throughout. Nicely A nice quiet beautiful place ti
furnished. Adjoins college. All live, one mile from city limit&
DUI
TFC Phone 753-5109.
private Phone 753-8648
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Coast to coast
American cruise
An 11-day cruise oetween California and Florida. and the reverse of
next
offered
same, is
spring aboard the SS President WILSCC, the first cruises of their kind on US-flag
passenger ships in several
years.
The now all-first class
cruiseliner leaves San
Francisco on March 28, one
day later from Los Angeles
Port calls are made at Acapulco and at Balboa and
Cristobal before and after
transiting the Panama Canal
Port Everglades is
reached on April 9.
The ship then proceeds
on her 65-day Mediterranean-Black Sea Odyssey. returning to Port Everglades
again on May 20 The President Wilson docks in Los
Angeles on May 31. in San
following
Francisco
the
day

FOR CORRECT

TIMEeend
TEMPERATURE

1AL

Federal Funds
Available For
Garbage Pickup
FRANKFORT, KY—Samuel
Johnson, director of the State
Department of Health's Division
of Solid Waste, has announced
that federal funds for rural
garbage collection and disposal
systems are available to Kentucky towns of 5,500 population or
under through the Farmer's
Home Administration (FHA).
According to Johnson, the FHA
can provide up to 50 per cent in
grants and 50 per cent in loans,
making 100 per cent financing
possible for the establishment of
rural systems, even including
house to house garbage and
refuse collection.
For application forms and
further information, contact Mr.
Williams, Farmer's Home Administration, 1409 Forbes Roads
Lexington 40505, 606 252-2312.

DAY OR NIGH

753-6363
COW rt.

PEOPLES BANK
of
Illurr-sY. Kentucky

Jewish day schools are gaining
in popularity. At the end of
World War it there were 69 with
10,000 students in the U.S.; now
there are 378 schools with 75,000
itudents.

NOTICE

$250 REWARD;
for dny nformation leading to the
arrest and conviction of persons
shooting out or damaging street
lights.

Murray Electric
System
E. S. Ferguson, Supt.

FRIDAY—NOVEMBER 26, 1971

Christmas bells keep ringing for consumers
they no longer can afford the
kind of Christmas they once enjoyed. The majority, though,
according to the salesclerks
"Christmas comes but once a
who serve them, are inclined to
year — and a good thing too,"
•
'spend
as if every Ctristmas is
bill.
at
the
looking
father,
says
their last."
It keeps getting bigger.
Experienced, thrifty houseFirst there's the Christmas
wives start putting a little of
tree.
the housekeeping money aside
A fair-sized fir could be had
well in advance, or they save
ago.
years
five
for around $3
This season the price is nearer up their trading stamps, so that
lo) the time Christmas ap$6 for the same quality, unless
a family is prepared to wait till proaches, the extra spending
does not come as such a
late Christmas Eve, when trees
crunch. Christmas clubs are
are going for a song.
Decorations are getting growing,too. They paid out $2.4
billion last season and $2.2 bilpricewise.
fancier too
lion the season before.
Gifts for relatives and friends
-Some customers who are
can easily make a $100 hole in
the average family budget, careful spenders throughout
the year go crazy at Christmas
plus $5 or $6 for sending all
those cards.
Then there's the turkey —
around $7 for a medium-sized
one. The plum pudding takes
another couple of dollars — not
to mention fruit, nuts, chocolates and candy. Christmas
fare puts the family food bill up
by half as much again. And if a
party is held, there goes another $50 to $100 for more food
and liquor.
It even costs more to get over
a hangover. Aspirin has got up
10 or 12 per cent over the past 10
years.
Though everyone has been
L.t.a......alkbr..eise in
aware'
prices generally — around six
per cent a year until President
Nixon stepped in with his antiinflation wage-price freeze —
Christmas spending has not
been noticeably cut down.
Some people — particularly
among the nation's six per cent
unemployed — may decide
By ROBERT BE-ITS
Copley News Service

‘,/,d put themselves up to their
necks in debt," said one retailer -Many hold back until
the last minute, then go on a
frantic splurge of buying."
The merchants themselves
help to get things rolling with
longer store hours, Sunday
openings and special preChristmas sales, backed by
heavy advertising in newspapers and on television.
..Careful shoppers who watch
for sales can still do their
Christmas shopping quite economically'," said a Sears sales
executive.
Another salesman believes
that people generally have become more price conscious
even at Christmas time.

•.They '11 drive for noles no
matter what it costs in gas if
they think they'll save a few
pennies," he said
Food has not increased so
rapidly in price as other commodities, and some items cost
the same, or only a few cents
more than they did 10 years
ago. Turkeys were selling in
Christmas 1961 for 39 to 43 cents
a pound and there is little difference today. In some stores
they cost even less. Neither do
fruit and vegetables generally
show much increase in price,
but some nuts are more expensive
The Sears man pointed out
also that many household items
bought for Christmas and costing only slightly more than in

previous years have much
greater value than earlier
models in the service they now
give.
"For example a washing machine that still costs under $200
today has improved agitation,
more options with regard to
cycles and other improvements," he said.
Merchants also report that
although Americans are still
not stinting themselves at
Christmas, the money they
spend goes more for useful gifts
these days than for high-priced
luxury items.
The do-it-yourself boom continues, and they expect a particularly good Christmas business in such items as power
saws, drills and other tools for
the home workshop, as well as

sewing and knitting machines,
electric scissors and carvers,
blenders and cookers for the
housewife.
Educational toys also promise to be popular Christmas
gifts. Parents-can pay as much
as $20 for toys which consist
mainly of fitting wood shapes
together as a kind of instructive
game.
While many toys are more
expensive than in earlier
Christmases, manufacturers
competing in similar lines have
trought out cheaper models. A
walking doll can still cost $12,
$15 or more. But similar dolls
can now be bought for much
less.
The same applies to transistor radios, stereo and other
electronic equipment. The
wider variety of models now
available means a wider price
range than before
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Protect Book Covers
Do you battle ragged paper
jackets every time you read a
book? Spray the book covers
with a coat of clear finish (a
flexible varnish or lacquer).
Stand the book on end with the
covers parallel and protect the
pages with a cloth or paper..
Keep your spray can in constant
motion while spraying to prevent
paint buildup and running. Several 'light coats are more effective than one heavy coat.

Today half of the U. S. population travels at least 200 miles a
year for overnight pleasure
trips. Eighty-five per cent of
this is done by automobile, the
remainder by air, rail or bus.

‘•;,

RONALD W CHURCHILL
Advisory Board Member
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DR. RALPH H. WOODS
Advisory Board Member

R -BOB- PERRY
Advisory Board Meriibe
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Open 'er up and see what she can do.
Open the front where most cornpact sedans store on engine.
You'll find our Type 3 stores luggoge.
Open the rear where most Volkswagens store an eno're.
You'll find our Tyke 3 stores luggage.
Where's the ergine?
Underneath the rear trur k. Fur
bette.r froctiop.)
Where's the carburetor?
There isn't any carburetor.
Instead, our fuel-inected engine
uses o little computer to measuLe out
only the gas you absolujeic'need.

(About 1 gallon for every 26 miles.)
What you won't have any trouble
finding are the front disc brakes.
.They're up front as standard equipment on every single Type 3 we
make.
And there's no problem finding the
gears.
Since our stick shift is synchromesh,
you con go through speeds 1,2,3, and
4 as easy as 1,2,3.
Now one option you might consider is air conditioning.
So when the ht air stbrts coming
in, you can close 'er up and see what
she can do.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
800 Chestnut Strait. Murray - Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat_ 1.30 A.M. t1l 5 P.M.

HELEN FOLEY

SHIRLEY BILLINGTON

Murray It ranch
FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
7th and Main
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